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YHTEISYRITYKSET KIINASSA:
Edut, ongelmat ja perustamisprosessi

Tutkimuksen tavoitteet:
Tutkimuksen tavoitteena on antaa lisätietoa yhteisyritysten käytöstä liiketoimintamuotona
Kiinassa. Tarkoituksena on antaa tietoa yhteisyritysten perustamiseen vaikuttavista syistä,
yhteisyritysten kokemista ongelmista ja yhteisyrityksen perustamisprosessista Kiinassa.
Tutkimuskysymykset ovat: "Mitä hyötyjä ja haittoja yritykset tavoittelevat ja kokevat
perustaessaan yhteisyrityksen Kiinaan?" ja "Minkälainen on yhteisyrityksen perustamisprosessi
Kiinassa?".
Lähdeaineisto:
Teoriaosassa käydään läpi yhteisyrityksen määritelmä, erilaiset yht ei syrity smuo d ot ja
yhteisyrityksen suhde muihin operaatiomuotoihin. Tutkimusta ohjaava viitekehys perustuu
Deepak K. Dattan esittämään yhteisyritysten analysointimalliin. Tätä mallia on tässä
tutkimuksessa täydennetty Steven Koniecny:n ja Joseph Petrick:n esittämillä lisäyksillä ja
laajennuksilla. Empiirisessä osassa informaatiolähteinä ovat pääasiassa lehtiartikkelit sekä
Suomalaisten yhteisyritysten edustajien sekä suomalaisten ja kiinalaisten viranomaisten
haastattelut.
Menetelmät:
Tutkimusmenetelmänä on pääasiassa kvalitatiivinen case-metodi jota on täydennetty
informaation kvantitatiivisella luokittelulla yhteisyritys-ongelmien osalta. Yksittäisiä
case-raportteja ei tässä tutkimuksessa esitetä vaan tapauksista on pääasiassa analysoitu tietoja
yhtenä kokonaisuutena.
Tulokset:
Yhteisyritys ei useinkaan ole ollut yrityksen vapaa valinta sen mennessä Kiinan markkinoille,
vaan sen voidaan useissa tapauksissa katsoa olevan hinta, jonka yritys on joutunut
markkinapenetraatiosta maksamaan. Toisaalta yhteisyritykset tuovat myös etuja joita
100%-omisteisella tytäryrityksellä ei Kiinan markkinoilla saa. Tärkeimmät yhteisyrityksiin
liittyvät ongelmat liittyvät henkilöstöhallintoon sekä oikean yhteistyökumppanin löytämiseen.
Yhteisyrityksen perustamisprosessi on Kiinassa varsin monimutkainen, mutta oikea partnerin
valinta voi lyhentää ja helpottaa prosessia huomattavasti.
Avainsanat:
Yhteisyritys, joint venture, Kiina, yhteistyö, perustaminen, ongelmat
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1. INTRODUCTION
«

1.1 Introduction to the Topic

Internationalization of business has in the recent decades been a major subject for many
enterprises overall in the world. This development has been caused by many factors, e.g.
slackening economic growth rates in the western countries and overall globalization of
markets. There seems to be an increasing awareness among companies that utilization of
emerging markets in developing countries is needed in order to succeed in the fíercening
competition. (Datta 1988, 78)

Foreign direct investment in its several forms has been a major vehicle for starting
operations in foreign markets in developed and developing countries. In this context
joint ventures have often offered a possibility to enter markets where the complexity and
demand for local participation offer few other alternatives. (Datta 1988, 78)

The People's Republic of China (PRC) opened to foreign direct in 1979 as a part of its
new, more open policy which aims at so called "socialist market economy". With 1,2
billion inhabitants China is a significant market for consumer and industrial goods but
lacks foreign exchange and purchasing power. In order to get a foothold in the Chinese
market western companies have established representative offices and invested through
joint ventures and wholly owned subsidiaries.

However, the literature on joint ventures has been rather fragmented and the amount of
comprehensive frameworks for joint venture analysis has been very limited. In addition
to the analysis of the venture, also the establishment process of the joint venture is an
essential issue in creating a comprehensive picture on joint ventures. (Koniecny and
Petrick 1994, 60-75)
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1.2 Background of the Study

This study started actually in January 1994 when a Finnish company operating in the
Chinese market contacted Professor Reijo Luostarinen in The Helsinki School of
Economics and Business Administration in order to find a student to conduct a study on
problematic areas in Sino-foreign joint ventures. The writer of this paper was privileged
to be the student to conduct this study and so the study was conducted as literature
research in January-March 1994.

With the support of this Finnish corporation the researcher was able to contact Finnish
Foreign Trade Association which in turn gave contacts to Finnish Ministry of Trade and
Industry. The ministry became interested in the project and so the writer conducted a
wider study on the establishment and approval process of Sino-foreign joint ventures.
This study was conducted mainly in July-November 1994, completed in March 1995,
and included extensive literature research and several interviews in Finland, Hong Kong
and in the People's Republic of China. The outcome of this study is published in the
Ministry's Studies and Reports series with number 101/1995, "Joint Ventures in China,
The Establishment and Approval Process".

Before these projects the researcher prepared an International Business seminar paper on
joint ventures with the subject "International Joint Ventures; Their Use and Long Term
Effects on Partners". The actual process for the Master's Thesis started in January 1994
with the first phase of the Thesis Seminar. This first phase was supervised by Professor
Lawrence Welch. The process was postponed due to project work for the ministry and
due to researcher's studies in Germany from November 1994 to March 1995. The
Master's thesis process continued in autumn 1995 but was again delayed as the
researcher obtained a permanent full-time job in January 1996.

Due to many supporting studies the researcher has obtained significant amount of
material for this paper. However, as all these preceding studies all had slightly different
viewpoints, objectives and purposes, all the material and preceding studies could not be
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used for this paper. Still these preceding papers could be described as working papers
supporting this paper.

1.3 Purpose of the Study and Definition of the Research Problem

The purpose of this study is to contribute to our understanding of joint venture uses in
the People's Republic of China. Even though joint ventures, and the PRC, have been
widely discussed in international business literature, there has not been significant
amount of analysis based on a theoretical frame - there seems to be a research gap. To
enlighten the joint venture uses in the PRC, issues concerning joint venture analysis, joint
venture establishment and approval processes as well as possible problems connected to
Sino-foreign joint ventures are discussed and analysed in this paper.

In the analysis ofjoint ventures the model presented by Datta (1988, 78-90) is used. This
analysis is then applied to the PRC by using Sociocultural, Technological, Economic and
Political factors i.e. STEP factors of the market concerned. The discussion on these
factors is based on the aspects presented by Koniecny and Petrick (1994, 65-66).
Koniecny and Petrick (1995, 60-75) have in addition argued that an essential part of
joint ventures is the establishment process - for analysis of this process the model
presented by them is used. In the empirical part of this paper this model is applied to the
business environment of the People's Republic of China.

From the purpose of the study could be derived several possible research questions.
These questions could concentrate on issues like: What kind of potential cooperation
modes are there, how they can be categorized, and what are the elements of these
modes? How joint ventures can be categorized as an operation mode? What kind of
objectives and motives have foreign and Chinese companies had in sino-foreign joint
ventures? What kind of different problems have foreign companies faced when
establishing joint ventures with the Chinese? Why there has been such problems and how
they have been minimized? What are the procedures in establishing sino-foreign joint
ventures?
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However, to maintain focus in this paper these questions could be described as research
sub-questions and they only act as supporting questions for research questions. As
research questions of this paper are:

1) What are the reasons for and against joint venture uses as a business operation mode
in the People's Republic of China?

2) What are the joint venture establishment procedures in the PRC?

For the first question the theoretical models are first described and analysed, Chinese
business environment discussed and finally these models applied with empirical data to
suit into People's Republic of China. In addition partners' objectives and motives and
problems are analysed and discussed.

To answer the second question data derived from literature and interviews is analysed
and organised according to the joint venture establishment process model presented by
Koniecny and Petrick (1995, 60-75).

1.4 Limitations of the Study

In geographical sense this paper is limited into People's Republic of China: only joint
ventures registered, or projects aiming at registration, as Chinese companies operating in
the Chinese market are analysed. Joint ventures registered elsewhere or joint ventures
with operations only outside the PRC are not discussed. In this paper only Sino-foreign
joint ventures are analysed. This means that in the joint venture at least one of the
partners is a Chinese corporation or other entity and the other headquartered in another
country. As the foreign partner the discussion is mainly concentrated on western i.e.
European and American enterprises. In many cases the outcome could be applied also
into foreign joint venture partners from other countries.
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Joint ventures as most international business operation modes can be seen as two-way
vehicles: for one company they are outward going, and for another inward coming
operations. In this paper the viewpoint is, unless otherwise stated, mainly the one of the
foreign partner i.e. joint ventures are analysed as outward going international operations.
In some parts of this paper joint ventures are also seen as inward coming operations,
especially when motives and objectives of the local i.e. Chinese partner are discussed.

Furthermore, joint ventures can be categorized into equity joint ventures and contractual
joint ventures. This categorization is discussed more deeply in the second chapter, but in
this paper mostly equity joint ventures are dealt with. However, in many cases the
discussion can be extended to concern also contractual joint ventures and also some
other international business operation modes.

The joint ventures discussed here are mainly industrial companies with production or
other significant operations in the PRC. However, same issues apply often to other
companies as well.

The empirical material for this paper was mainly obtained during 1994, and so the state
of issues handled in this paper has been analysed based on the situation and regulations
of early 90s. In some cases there may have been changes in regulations, economic
figures and other issues between today and 1994.

1.5 Structure of the Thesis Paper

In this paper the emphasis is put on analyzing and discussing international joint ventures
and their establishment in the People's Republic of China. The first chapter introduces
the topic, gives background to the study and defines the research questions. In addition
limitations and structure of the study are presented.

In the second chapter literature related to international joint ventures is reviewed.
Definitions of joint ventures are analyzed and different possibilities to categorize joint
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ventures among international business operations are discussed. After the concept of
joint venture is enlightened and clarified, models for joint venture analysis and
establishment are presented and discussed. The main focus in on model presented by
Datta (1988, 78-90) and Koniecny and Petrick (1994, 60-75). These models serve as a
guideline for the framework of this study.

The third chapter concentrates on the methodology in this paper. The chapter describes
how the empirical study proceeded, describes difficulties and problems encountered and
analyzes issues of validity and reliability.

The fourth Chapter describes People's Republic of China as a business environment and
analyzes objectives and motives of joint venture partners. In addition possible problem
areas in Sino-foreign joint ventures are defined and discussed.

In the fifth chapter possible establishment options for joint ventures are analyzed and the
establishment and approval process from location selection to registration of the venture
is discussed. In addition several post-registration issues are dealt with. In this chapter
regulatory issues are emphasized as they often are to be followed in detail in the PRC.

In the fourth and fifth chapters the data obtained from interviews and literature is
analyzed. These two chapters can be seen as the outcome of this study and mainly in
these chapters the research questions are answered.

Finally in the sixth chapter a summary of this study and conclusions are presented. In
addition suggestions for further studies are presented.

The structure of this paper is summarized in the figure 1.

Figure 1 : Structure of the Thesis

1. Introduction

2. Literature Review

3. Methodology of the Study

4. Joint Venture Analysis in the Peoples Republic of China

5. The Establishment and Approval Process of an Equity Joint Venture in the
People's Republic of China

6. Summary and Conclusions
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter the location ofjoint ventures in categorization of foreign operation modes
is first studied and discussed. In addition contractual and equity joint ventures are
carefully defined and separated from other forms of alliances. Then a framework for joint
venture analysis and establishment is presented.

2.1 Joint Venture as an Operation Mode

Luostarinen and Welch (1990, 15) group international business operation forms into
three categories of contractual modes, exporting modes and subsidiary operations. In
addition there is a categorization to outward-going foreign operations (OUTFOS),
inward-coming foreign operations (INFOS)

and cooperative foreign operations

(COFOS) (Luostarinen 1989, 106). In this study inward-coming foreign operations are
not extensively dealt with as they can be said to be mirror image of outward-going
operations. (Luostarinen and Welch 1990, 182).

Figure 2: Division of Foreign Operations

OUTFOS

Source: Luostarinen 1989, 106

INFOS

COFOS
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2.1.1 Joint venture as a cooperative operation mode

According to Luostarinen and Welch (1990, 192-194) in cooperative operations
(COFOS) the participants should not have a buyer-seller relationship, but rather a
partnership nature. They mention ten features where cooperative operation modes
(COFOS) differ from trade modes i.e. from INFOS and OUTFOS. These features are
presented below and in addition transferred to the perspective of a joint venture.

1.

Nature: Buyer-seller relationship exists but a kind of partnership is established to do

something together in order to attain common and shared goals. In both equity and
contractual joint ventures there exists a partnership for shared goals.

2.

Autonomy/identity: Partners retain their separate identity and autonomy. However,

for the pooled assets the participants consciously limit their rights to use, dispose of and
derive income from these assets. Assets transferred to a joint venture are managed
together by the partners and by the joint venture management.

3.

Direction of operation: While regular trade operations are normally either outward

or inward transactions, cooperation modes may be both inward and outward or take
place in either both of countries or in a third country with or without local partner. In
joint ventures flows of money, knowledge and other factors usually have several
directions even simultaneously.

4.

Monetary flows: Payment between partners is in the form of cost coverage and

profit transfers. Joint equity venture partners rarely transfer payments directly but to and
from the joint venture, in contractual joint ventures there is no separate entity and
payments are transferred between partners.

5.

Ownership: Depending of the type of cooperation, ownership of the cooperation

venture may be shared. This characteristic brings joint and mixed equity ventures into the
picture.
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6.

Management and control: Cooperative operations are usually jointly managed and

controlled. Joint venture management is normally shared at least in principe even if one
partner is dominating.

7.

Duration: Cooperation agreements like joint ventures usually have longer duration

than traditional trade transactions.

8.

Outcome/performance: The outcome of a cooperation agreement depends on the

performance of all the partners along the lines covered by the agreement, with
profits/losses being shared together with risks. In equity joint ventures risks and profits
are shared according to ownership, in cooperative joint venture according to the joint
venture contract.

9.

Coordination/integration: Cooperation modes demand an efficient integration of

skills and resources of participating companies, specialisation on the basis of these
assets, and careful coordination of their collaborative activities as stipulated in the
cooperation agreement. In joint venture contract aspects mentioned above are usually
included.

10. Assets: The pooled assets of the collaborative partners are usually complementary. It
is only possible to acquire these assets through such a partnership.

When studying these features one can see that joint ventures can be easily categorized as
cooperative foreign operations. Based on these features Luostarinen and Welch (1990,
196-202) describe four groups of cooperative operations:

1.

Research and development cooperation. These operations include joint projects,

processes and ventures for R and D.

2.

Commercial cooperation includes

sales,

marketing,

cooperation as well as joint ventures in these functions.

purchasing and

logistic
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3.

Industrial cooperation: Co-production, production specialization, cross-licensing,

joint project operations, and joint equity/mixed ventures.

4.

Managerial

cooperation

contains

management

training

cooperation,

joint

development of managerial systems, joint management of operations abroad and
exchange of management tools, systems and knowledge.

Based on cooperation modes mentioned in these four categories it can be argued that the
operation modes mentioned here by Luostarinen and Welch are actually cooperation,
joint projects, co-production, production specialization, cross-licensing, and joint
equity/mixed ventures.

In his studies Kotler (1988, 391-392) defines international cooperative operations to be
those where a company enters foreign market by working with others. He mentions
licensing, management contracts and contract manufacturing as cooperative operation
modes.

Harrigan (1985,

19-25) describes several cooperative strategy alternatives and

categorizes them into three groups based on the ownership control and contractual
control. From these groups it can be seen that Harrigan has also categorized joint
ventures as cooperative operations.

The first group consists of operations with full ownership control including mergers and
acquisitions as well as internal and spin-off ventures. The second group are alternatives
with partial ownership containing operating joint ventures and minority investments. In
the final category are cooperative agreements, R&D partnerships, cross-licensing,
cross-distribution and other joint activities.

It seems that production specialization mentioned by Luostarinen and Welch (1990,
196-202) is of similar nature as cross-licensing and cross-distribution mentioned by
Harrigan (1985, 19-25) i.e. in all of these operations parties specialize and reorganise
their current activities so that the scopes of operations (or products, distribution areas
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etc.) for both parties are narrower and scales larger. So, these operations could be called
cross-operations.

When these descriptions of cooperative operations by Luostarinen and Welch, Kotler
and Harrigan are combined and compared to the ten features separating cooperative
operations from trade transactions (Luostarinen and Welch 1990, 192-194) it can be said
that cross-operations (cross-lisencing, cross-distribution, production specialization and
other cross-activities), joint ventures, contract manufacturing, co-production and other
joint operations and projects are the main forms of cooperative operations. So, joint
ventures can be definitely categorized as cooperative foreign operations.

Figure 3: Cooperative Operations

Cooperative Foreign
Operations

Cross-Operations

Joint Ventures

Contract
Manufacturing

Co-Production

Other Joint
Operations and
Projects

2.1.2 Joint venture as an Outward-going Foreign Operation Mode

On the other hand also the category of outward-going foreign operations includes
cooperative elements. Luostarinen (1989, 106-111) divides outward foreign operations
(OUTFOS) into Marketing operations (MOS) and Production operations (POS) as a
functional classification. Here the dividing factor is the location of the production - in
marketing operations the production stays at home country and in production operations
it is transferred to another country.
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Marketing operations (MOS)

1. Indirect export operations for goods
2. Direct export operations for goods
3. Service export operations
4. Know-how export operations
5. Partial project operations
6. Sales promotion units
7. Warehousing units
8. Service units
9. Sales units

Production operations (POS)

1. Licensing operations
2. Franchising operations
3. Contract manufacturing operations
4. Turnkey operations
5. Coproduction operations
6. Assembling operations
7. Manufacturing operations

Joint ventures are not directly mentioned in this grouping. However, joint ventures can
be e.g. manufacturing, assembling or service units and thus be categorized in either
marketing or production operations.

Another categorization by Luostarinen (1989,

108-109) is the division by investment content i.e. whether there is direct investment
capital flow to the target country or not. Non-investment operations (NIOS) do not
contain any direct investment capital flow as direct investment operations (DIOS) do.

Non-direct investment operations (NIOS)

1. Indirect export operations for goods
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2. Direct export operations for goods
3. Service export operations
4. Know-how export operations
5. Licensing operations
6. Franchising operations
7. Contract manufacturing operations
8. Partial project operations
9. Turnkey operations
10. Coproduction operations

Direct investment operations (DIOS)

1. Sales promotion units
2. Warehousing units
3. Service units
4. Sales units
5. Assembling units
6. Manufacturing units

In equity joint ventures direct investment is always included and so equity joint ventures
are definitely direct investment operations. On the other hand cooperative joint ventures
do not necessarily contain direct investments and can be seen as e.g. coproduction or
partial project operations and so as non-direct investment operations.

When these two categorizations are combined four groups of outward foreign
operations can be found. Non-direct investment marketing operations (NIMOS) include
direct and indirect export operations of goods, service export operations, know-how
export operations and partial project export operations. The second category non-direct
investment production operations (NIPOS) include licensing, franchising, contract
manufacturing, turnkey and coproduction operations. Direct investment marketing
operations (DIMOS) contain sales promotion subsidiaries, warehousing units, service
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units and sales subsidiaries. The final category of direct investment production
operations (DIPOS) include assembling and manufacturing subsidiaries.

Figure 4: A Conceptual Framework for the Division of

OUTFOS into Different

Categories on the Basis of Functional, Investment and Combined Functional-Investment
Classifications

OUTFOS

Functional
classification

NIMOS

I Combined
! functions
DIMOS

NIPOS

DIPOS
I investment
J classifica
tion

Investment
classification

OUTFOS

Source: Luostarinen 1989, 110

How do the joint equity venture and cooperative joint venture operation modes fit into
these categories? Both joint venture forms can be grouped into outward-going foreign
operations OUTFOS. Still, here comes the difference between contractual joint venture
and equity joint venture into the picture. Under OUTFOS, cooperative joint ventures
could above be categorized into marketing, production and non-direct investment
operations and thus to both NIMOS and NIPOS. Joint equity ventures were categorized
into marketing, production and direct investment operations, thus to DIPOS and
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DIMOS. In addition, as mentioned in the chapter 2.1.1 these both forms of joint
ventures can be categorized into cooperative foreign operations, COFOS.

Also Kotler (1988, 389-390) makes to some extent similar categorizations of foreign
business operations. He categorizes foreign market entry modes into five categories:
indirect exporting, direct exporting, licensing, joint ventures and direct investments. In
this grouping each succeeding category involves more commitment, risk, control and
profit potential. By combining these five categories of Kotler there appear to be three
main groups: Export operations which includes indirect and direct exporting, contractual
operations which definitely includes licensing, and direct investment operations. Based
on the discussion above it can be argued that contractual joint ventures could be placed
into contractual operations, and equity joint ventures into direct investment operations.

Figure 5: Categorization of Joint Ventures into Foreign Market Entry Modes

Export Operations
(indirect & direct exports)

Contractual Operations
(licencing, contractual joint ventures)

Direct Investment Operations
(wholly owned subsidiaries, equity joint ventures)

Source: Kotler 1988, 390

In this paper mainly international equity joint ventures are studied as the legislation and
business conditions in the People's Republic of China differ between contractual and
equity joint ventures. In addition the Chinese government encourages foreign direct
investments and thus the equity joint venture has been one of the main investment forms
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in the country. In the following both equity joint ventures and contractual joint ventures
are defined more in detail.

2.2 Definitions of Joint Ventures

Joint ventures (jv:s) have been widely analyzed, discussed and described in international
literature but still the concept of the joint venture is rather scattered and unclear. The use
of the terms joint venture, mixed venture, alliance, strategic alliance, cooperative
venture, cooperative agreement and consortium is often mixed and contradictory.

Czinkota and Ronkainen state that strategic alliances are a special form of jv:s (Czinkota
and Ronkainen 1990, 491), Hamel et al (1989, 133-139) handle cooperation, alliances
and jv:s as they were exactly the same thing and Bleeke and Ernst (1991, 127) use the
word alliance for joint venture and for strategic alliance.

It seems thus that there is no clear and common definition of a joint venture. "The jv has
become catchall term to describe all cooperative business arrangements involving foreign
companies". (Webster 1989, 66)

Rather clear is that a joint venture can be called international joint venture (ijv) if at least
one parent is headquartered outside the joint venture's country of operation or if the joint
venture has significant operations in more than one country. (Geringer and Hebert 1988,
41)

2.2.1 Joint Equity Venture

There are some common aspects that can help to define the joint equity venture. Webster
(1989, 66) mentions three elements of an equity joint venture: Firstly, the equity joint
venture is a separate legal entity, secondly, it is jointly owned and thirdly, it is jointly
managed by joint venture partners. Harrigan (1985, 2-3) defines operating joint ventures
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as entities created by the partners to carry out a productive economic activity in which
the partners take an active role in decision making, if not also in operations. According
to Geringer and Hebert (1988, 235) joint ventures involve two or more legally distinct
organizations each of which actively participates in the decision making activities of the
jointly owned entity. Many authors e.g. Shane refer to Kogut's and Singh's determination
of the joint venture that equity jv is owned by two or more partners who share its
control and production, (see e.g. Shane 1993, 58)

Thus, it can be argued that an equity joint venture is a separate legal entity and
organization which is owned by two or more partners, thus parents of the joint venture.
The partners share the control, risk and profits of this venture and manage it together,
even if one partner is dominant. The equity joint venture can be based on a greenfield
investment or on an acquisition. If at least one partner of the joint venture is
government, government-owned agency or government-owned firm then the joint
venture is called mixed venture. However, there has to be also at least one
private-owned partner to make the venture a mixed venture. (Luostarinen and Welch
1990, 157)

Joint equity ventures can be further divided into majority, 50-50 and minority ventures.
If the company owns more than 50% but less than 90% the venture is majority owned.
The second possibility is equal 50% for both partners. When the holding of the company
is more than 10% but less than 50% the venture is minority joint venture. (Luostarinen
and Welch, 157-158)

Figure 6: Categorization of Joint Equity Ventures

Joint Equity Ventures

Majority

50-50

Minority

(51%-90% ownership)

(both partners have 50% ownership

(11%-49% ownership)
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2.2.2 Contractual Joint Venture and Strategic Alliance

Luostarinen and Welch (1990, 158) define contractual joint venture to be any form of
association with partners having a certain common purpose. In this form the time-span is
often stipulated and no new legal entities are created. Konrad (1989, 29-30) makes first
a division between equity and cooperative joint ventures "in wider context" and again,
especially in the Peoples' Republic of China case, divides cooperative joint ventures to
contractual joint ventures and cooperative joint ventures "in narrower context".
Contractual joint venture is here understood to be the same as defined by Luostarinen
and Welch. Cooperative joint venture "in narrower context" is a kind of mixture of
equity and contractual joint ventures. It is a separate legal entity and has a board of
directors like equity joint venture but the responsibility of partners is defined in the joint
venture contract like in contractual joint venture.

What is then the difference between joint equity venture and alliance or strategic
alliance? According to Parkhe (1991, 581) the strategic alliances are relatively enduring
interfirm cooperative arrangements, involving cross-border flows and linkages that
utilize resources and/or governance structures from autonomous

organizations

headquartered in two or more countries, for the joint accomplishment of individual goals
linked to the corporate mission of each sponsoring firm.

In a equity joint venture the resources are institutionalized in a separate legal entity, in an
alliance the cooperation is contractual. In that sense an alliance is same as contractual
joint venture. If the alliance is covering core businesses of the partners, it has clear
strategic target and its importance to the partners is significant it can be called strategic
alliance. On the other hand strategic alliances often include joint ventures or other
cooperative operations so that a joint venture can be seen as a sub-operation of a
strategic alliance. (Webster 1992, 135-138)
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2.3 Presentation of the Framework for Joint Venture Analysis

Even though joint ventures have been widely studied it seems that there currently exists
no comprehensive framework for the study of joint venture. Therefore Datta (1988,
78-90) has developed a framework to discuss and analyze the influence of various
factors to the establishment and performance of joint ventures. He states that joint
ventures are extensively needed in recognizing and utilizing opportunities in potentially
attractive and underexplored markets like India, China and Brazil. In these markets the
entry barriers may be significant and the market very complex so that local participation
is often beneficial and sometimes even obligatory. In Datta's opinion the framework
should be useful both for research purposes and for analysis, planning and
implementation of joint ventures.

In the framework Datta presents environmental forces and joint venture objectives of the
partners to have a effect on the possible strategy alternatives in joint venture formation.
The chosen strategy together with environmental forces and objectives brings certain
joint venture benefits and builds a basis for joint venture management. However, there
are also impediments i.e. risks and problems included which mainly stem from
differences between cultures, corporate cultures etc. The outcome of joint venture
benefits and impediments is the achieved joint venture performance.

Konieczny and Petrick (1994, 60-75) have expanded the model presented by Datta to
include also scope statement for the joint venture. This scope statement is based on the
analysis of factors presented by Datta. In addition Konieczny and Petrick present the
project contract process model which in joint venture formation takes place after the
joint venture scope statement.

The models presented by Datta and Koniecny and Petrick can be seen as developed
models of Kotler's Marketing decision chain which is presented in the picture below. In
this model Kotler mentions decisions to concern internationalization, target markets,
operation mode, marketing program and organization.
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Figure 7: Marketing Decision Chain
Internationalization
(to Internationalize or not)

Target Markets
(where to Internationalize)

Operation mode
(how to Internationalize)

Marketing Program

Organization
(who to do the Internationalization)

Source: Kotier 1988, 381

2.3.1 Environmental Factors

Datta (1988, 78-90) mentions three reasons for the increasing use of joint ventures
especially in developing countries. Firstly requirements by local governments, secondly
increased appreciation of country-specific knowledge of local partners and finally need
for operations in countries with lower labor and raw material costs. These reasons are all
mainly based on factors in the global business environment.

Often joint venture is not a free choice of a company but a must due to cultural or legal
reasons. The local government may put pressure on foreign companies or impose
restrictions to discourage the establishment of wholly owned subsidiaries and to
encourage joint venture activities (Czinkota and Ronkainen 1990, 487). This is mainly
the situation in developing countries, e.g. in India where the local law allows foreign
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direct investment only in the form of joint venture (Luostarinen and Welch 1990, 160).
The reason behind the behaviour of the host government may be the need for technology
transfer, import substitution or increased local employment and on the other hand the
will to minimize the foreign control of local industries (Datta 1988, 78-90).

However, there are environmental and governmental reasons in developed countries as
well. Government subsidies, tax credits or other incentives are a considerable reason for
establishing a joint venture. Some of these incentives are reachable also for other foreign
direct investment but in some cases the benefits are larger for jv:s. In some industries
governments are major customers and a joint venture enhances sales to local government
because the image of the company is local.

The globalization of markets has led to stronger need for cost-effectiveness and
efficiency. In some cases these features can be realized through business operations in
countries with lower raw material and processing costs (Datta 1988, 78-90). Often such
countries then require also local holding in the operation.

Datta (1988, 89-90) presents also three groups of factors having influence on joint
venture formation process. He mentions political and economical forces to be the most
important ones but adds also forces in social and cultural environment. Konieczny and
Petrick (1994, 65-66) suggest in addition also technological forces so that all these
forces together could be called STEP (sociocultural, technological, economic and
political) environmental forces.

According to Konieczny and Petrick (1994, 66) a company has experienced either one
or several STEP-combinations and has to adapt to new STEP-environment when
penetrating a new market i.e. establishing e.g. a joint venture in a new market. They
state that a company has experienced one set of STEP-forces when it has operated only
in domestic markets. A company with previous international operations has experienced
already several STEP-environments and may thus find it easier to adapt projects to new
environments.
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2.3.2 Joint Venture Objectives and Benefits

Several authors, e.g. Luostarinen and Welch (1990, 159-160) and Harrigan (1985,
28-36) have presented general advantages and motives for joint venture formation.
Luostarinen and Welch state international equity joint venture advantages to be:

1. Saving of capital. The amount of capital needed to operations is reduced by joint
ventures as investments are shared by the partners. The capital invested in one operation
is reduced and the capital saved can be invested in joint ventures elsewhere. (Luostarinen
and Welch, 159)

2. Reduction of risks. Smaller investment means smaller exchange risks and the risk of
expropriation is lower due to local participation. On the other hand joint venture also
enables the partners to take greater risks because if the venture fails the reputation of the
parents is not directly affected. (Webster 1989, 67)

3. National image. Specially in a distant culture partial local ownership may eliminate
local suspicions, "open doors" and facilitate getting government orders.

4. Local knowledge. Local participation may facilitate operations due to improved
knowledge of markets, habits, language etc.

5. Local legislation. In several developing countries like India wholly foreign owned
subsidiaries are not allowed.

When studying these advantages it can be argued that the viewpoint presented by
Luostarinen and Welch is mainly the one of foreign and especially western partner's.

Harrigan (1985, 28-34) has also presented several motivations for joint venture
formation. She divides the motivations into three groups which are internal uses,
competitive uses and strategic uses: According to Harrigan (1985, 28-31) internal uses
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contain cost and risk sharing, obtaining of resources and finance, shared output,
distribution channels and brands, information on new technologies and customers,
innovative managerial practices and retaining of entrepreneurial employees.

Competitive uses are ways to strengthen current strategic position of the company.
These include e.g. influencing industry structure's evolution and first-mover advantages
creation through cooperation. In Harrigan's studies strategic uses include creation and
exploitation of synergies, technology transfer and diversification.

When presenting these features Harrigan (1985, 27) has concentrated on domestic joint
ventures. So, these features can not be directly implemented when studying joint
ventures in an environment which differs strongly from the domestic environment of
western companies. Thus a modified set of motivations for international joint ventures is
justified.

Another viewpoint to the use of joint ventures is a negative one: Joint ventures can be
used for weakening the competitor - my enemy's enemy is my friend. This slogan was
utilized by Matsushita which established joint ventures with Thomson, Thom and
Telefimken to beat Philips in European VCR business. Partners become weaker against
each other but stronger against outside competitors. Other "negative incentives" for jv
establishment may be possibility to force a competitor to leave the industry or to find out
and evaluate his strengths and weaknesses. (Hamel and Prahalad 1989, 71)

A company may be eager to establish a jv for manufacturing some critical components
for the competitor. After the establishment the other party often cuts his R&D
expenditure to save costs and to show better performance. For the short term this works
nicely and the cooperation seems to be beneficial. However, the diminished R&D
expenses makes the company very dependent on the other party to create new products what this other party eagerly does. Later the other party has gained the expertise from
the previous manufacturer which has actually lost it. Thus, the reason to cooperate has
turned upside down, the other party is likely to cancel the cooperation and so the other
company is out of the business. (Hamel and Prahalad 1989, 71)
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For finding out the competitors strengths and weaknesses the jv is a good vehicle.
During the cooperation the parent finds out the strategies and implementation ways of
the other party, their reaction levels for new competition and the way of thinking of their
executives. (Hamel and Prahalad 1989, 71)

However, these negative uses for joint ventures are more common in joint ventures with
two MNC:s as partners, and in joint ventures established in developed countries. So, in
this paper this motivation for joint ventures is not extensively discussed. A more suitable
vehicle for joint venture objectives and motives in the PRC is the one presented by Datta
(1988, 78-90).

According to Datta (1988, 78-90) there are three actors in a joint venture formation
process involved. These actors are the foreign partner which is often a multinational
company (MNC), local partner and the local government. These all actors have different
objectives in a joint venture and conflicts and cooperation between these actors has to be
negotiated. Konieczny and Petrick (1994, 66) state that the list of actors presented by
Datta is incomplete and mention in addition foreign partner's parent government and
other governments that have an effect on the import or export of the joint venture's
products. In the following possible objectives, motives and advantages from different
viewpoints are shortly presented.

Figure 8: Different Parties in Joint Ventures

Local Partner

Foreign Partner

Joint Venture

Other Entities

Foreign Partner's
Home Government

Host Government
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2.3.2.1 Foreign Partner

The foreign partner often sees joint venture as a vehicle for entering a new market where
other operation forms may be less favourable due to local legislation or significant
political or economical risks (Datta 1988, 78-90). In addition Datta describes foreign
partner's objectives to be local image creation to satisfy nationalistic demands and to
reduce risk of nationalization as well as improved relations with host government. Still,
he mentions pooling of organizational know-how to realize synergistic demands.

The local image can be a vehicle for diminishing the effect of rising economic
nationalism and neo-protectionism. It can cope with local customers fears and suspicions
of foreign products or companies. The risk of expropriation and political risk diminishes
as the company is "local" and the government may be one of the joint venture parents,
(see e.g. Vernon 1991, 170). If two foreign partners have a joint venture in a third
country the political risk is reduced because in conflict situations more than one
government is supporting the jv. (Vernon 1991, 169) Jv partner in developing country
has often country-specific knowledge, is a connector to the bureaucracy and so can
foresee potential environmental risks. Thus the jv can be a hedging instrument against
environmental risks (Shan 1991, 5; interview)

Country-specific knowledge of local partner facilitates in addition the access to local
distribution channels and brings the knowledge of local language, habits and relations
and thus enables faster market penetration (Luostarinen and Welch 1990, 160). Same
authors also state that recruitment of employees and management of the company may
be easier with the knowledge of a local partner.

2.3.2.2 Local Partner

According to Datta (1988, 78-90) objectives and motives of the local partner often differ
significantly from the ones of the foreign partner. Local partners, especially in
developing countries, usually aim at obtaining modern western technology, management
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know-how, brand names and trademarks. These features then facilitate corporate
modernization, growth, domestic sales and exports.

2.3.2.3 Local Government

The host government i.e. the government in the country where the joint venture is
located has its own motivations and objectives. Datta (1988, 78-90) mentions them to be
increased local employment, import substitution, saving of foreign exchange, technology
transfer and minimization of foreign control in the local economy. However, the local
authorities may not be unified in its objectives. Different departments and local
authorities may all have their own, sometimes contradictory objectives and motives
concerning the joint venture.

2.3.2.4 Other Entities

The foreign partner's parent government may also have some objectives concerning joint
ventures abroad. From its point of view the joint venture may promote exports,
strengthen companies that are involved in such ventures and so indirectly increase also
domestic employment. In addition political reasons may emphasize technology transfer
and more active trade relations.

Other governments may have a great influence on the success of the joint venture. When
raw materials, components or other inputs are to come from a third country, the
involved government may either favour or hinder operations of the joint venture with
export restrictions etc., depending on its own objectives. On the other hand if the
products of the joint venture are to be exported to and marketed in a third country,
possible import restrictions or other import barriers in that country may lead to severe
problems in the venture.
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2.3.2.5 Complementarity of Objectives

As there are several actors with possibly different objectives and motives in the process
of joint venture establishment, a similarity or complementarity of these actors' objectives
facilitates the establishment process of a joint venture. Also when operating the similarity
or complementarity of actors' objectives is important since it facilitates smooth
functioning of the joint venture.

"Jv:s are normally designed to take advantage of the strong functions of the partner and
supplement their weak functions, be they management, research, or marketing." (Ohmae
1991, 70) As partners combine their complementary strengths of management,
marketing, manufacturing, service network, skilled employees etc. the performance of
the joint venture and the partners usually improves as synergies are created and utilized.
Patents, trademarks and good reputation of parent companies reinforce the effect.

Thus, a joint venture is beneficial if the partners' objectives are similar or complementary
but activities are not overlapping (Czinkota and Ronkainen 1990, 487). This is the case
e.g. when the joint venture produces some component which can be used for two very
different products. The aim of the both partners is to improve this component and cut
the cost of production. However, the partners are not competing against each other
because the products are for totally different purposes. It is though possible that in the
long term, as partners change, they after all become competitors.

2.3.3 Strategy Alternatives

Killing (1982 in Datta 1988, 78-90) has presented three alternative strategies for joint
venture operations:

dominant parent strategy, shared management venture and

independent joint venture. In these three alternatives the ownership of partners is not
crucial but the actual decision-making power of partners in the joint venture.
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If the parents want to keep their critical resources separated from the cooperation the
joint venture is more temporarily-oriented to fulfil one specific purpose. (Lorange 1991,
530) So, the parents perform most of the business and the jv performs only one business
aspect, it is for example a R&D unit. Then tighter control of the parents may be
necessary to ensure the fit to customers' needs. (Bleeke and Ernst 1991, 132-133) A
partner dominated joint venture may be either dominated by one of the partners when it
can be called dominant partner strategy, or a shared management venture where both
partners share and participate actively in the management of the joint venture.

Figure 9: Strategy Alternatives

Joint Venture Strategies

Independent Joint Venture

Partner Dominated Joint
Venture

Dominant Parent Strategy
(one partner dominates)

Shared Management Venture
(both partners actively manage)

According to Datta (1988, 78-90) the dominant partner strategy means strong control of
either of the partners. In this case the dominant partner selects key persons, and de facto
makes most of the decisions. The board of directors of the joint venture does not have
any significant power and is rather a ceremonial organ.

Shared management venture is not very independent and is largely managed by its both
parents which actively share the management. This kind of strategy is often common in
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ventures where one parent brings in technological know-how and the other partner
market knowledge.

A partner dominated joint venture may work well in stable business conditions but as
markets are changing, new technologies emerging, customers' needs changing, parents'
skills, strategies and resources changing the jv will meet conflicts. According to Killing's
studies the jv:s with one dominant partner were more successful than jv:s with shared
management (Killing 1983 in Geringer and Hebert 1988, 244). On the other hand Bleeke
and Ernst (1991, 132) have found out that the 50-50 ownership and equal de facto
power in a joint venture builds trust, enables the jv to be more autonomic and brings
better performance.

According to Bleeke's and Ernst's studies (1991, 131-133) two thirds of the jv:s will face
problems in the first 2 years. Also new opportunities may occur. They state that the best
way a joint venture can avoid conflicts and solve them is when it relatively independent,
thus has its own management team and strong board with enough power, full business
including R&D and a sense of identity. These aspects also enable the creation of
employee loyalty to the joint venture rather than to one parent. Also many other authors
have stated that a full business-like independent joint venture with flexible parents can
adapt easier to changing environment and brings better performance, (see e.g. Lorange
1991, 530) In the case of an independent joint venture operative and strategic decisions
are made in the joint venture's board of directors and the parent companies have a more
passive role.

Konieczny and Petrick (1994, 66-67) have stated that these strategy options presented
by Datta are not sufficient when considering strategies for joint ventures. They propose a
model with wider scope, including designs for joint venture's organizational and
operating structures. They call that model joint venture scope statement and it is used to
document the content, approach and output of the joint venture project. Joint venture
scope statement will be discussed more later in this chapter.
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2.3.4 Impediments and Negative Interfirm Diversity

Even though joint ventures provide significant possibilities for partners there are also
risks and problems included. According to Beamish and Reynolds (in Datta 1988, 78-90)
the failure rate of joint ventures is 45-50% . There are several general impediments
which may cause joint venture failure.

Datta (1988, 78-90) mentions cultural differences, differences in management styles,
different objectives of partners and personal chemistry to be main reasons for problems
in joint ventures. Konieczny and Petrick (1994, 67) add differences in partners' STEP
(Sociocultural, Technological, Economic and Political) environments to be main sources
for problems and conflicts. It can be said that diversity at any level may be one of the
main reasons for problems to emerge.

Interfirm diversity i.e. differences in partners' objectives, cultures, backgrounds, size,
strengths and strategies etc. may be positive or negative. The positive interfirm diversity
facilitates cooperation and brings synergies, the negative may lead to the termination of a
joint venture. As stated above the negative diversity can originate from sociocultural,
national and corporate cultural differences as well as differences in the objectives and
structures of the partners. (Parkhe 1991, 580-584) If the negative diversity is larger, the
complementarles of the partners will disappear due to the organisational learning of the
quicker learning partner and the motive for cooperation diminishes. This is often the
situation in jv:s with Japanese companies. Another possibility is that the negative
diversity is so high that the cooperation between the partners becomes impossible due to
misunderstandings, lack of learning and poor adaptation. (Parkhe 1991, 596-597) Also
Ohmae deals with the negative interfirm diversity as he states that if the partners are too
different the jv may fail due to disputes over investments or resource allocation. (Ohmae
1991, 70-71) Negative interfirm diversity may lead to problems and risks described in
the following.
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2.3.4.1 General Risks and Problems Connected to Joint Ventures

General joint venture risks and problems are related to the business environment, jv
rigidity, partners' conflicting objectives and to the control and management of the joint
venture. In addition partner's opportunistic behaviour, partial loss of strategic knowledge
and even creation of a potential competitor are risks connected to joint ventures.

Environmental Risks

Local government's negative attitude towards joint ventures may cause problems. Joint
venture can be accused of violating antitrust laws (Harrigan 1985, 36-40) and excessive
minority shareowner protection may lead to misuse and prevent the development of the
joint venture. If a mixed venture is concerned a government change may lead to severe
problems (Luostarinen and Welch 1990, 161). Another problem with mixed ventures is
that the negotiations tend to be more difficult, many levels of approvals are needed and
the state partner is inflexible (Webster 1989, 67).

Rigidity and Conflicting Objectives

Jv:s are rigid, at the starting point some assumptions are made and when the
environment changes it is difficult for the jv:s to adapt to these changes. (Wendt 1993,
18) In other words "sharing of strategic control over competitive actions by several
partners usually results in tensions as soon as the external technological and market
conditions evolve." (Doz 1991, 22)

This rigidity is often due to different objectives of the partners. A state-owned company
as a partner may want to maximize the benefits for the employees and the other partner
has established the jv to benefit from lower labor costs. In China the state-owned
company's policy is called "milking a jv" (Shan 1991, 5). Sovereignty conflicts
originating from different objectives of the partners, loss of autonomy of strategy
implementation and loss of control of the strategic resources transferred to the jv may
cause frustration and affect the performance of the venture. These problems are often
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due to partners inexperience in cooperative operations which leads to poor management
of the jv (Harrigan 1985, 36-40). These conflicts can cause the termination of the joint
venture but also it includes a problem. According to Burt (1989, 12) the value
determination of the joint venture and division of the joint venture assets in termination
or dissolution situation can be problematic.

Management and Control Problems

Different objectives may lead to constant need for compromises and even to
dead-end-street situation if the power of the partners in the venture is equal. In addition
to different objectives also different national and corporate cultures make the
management of joint ventures rather complicated. Problems and conflicts between
managers originating from the parent companies may occur due to cultural differences,
differences in existing management styles in parent companies and due to communication
problems (Lorange 1991, 531). The not invented here-syndrome might occur because
both partners think that they have the best methods of doing the business and solving
problems (Goldenberg 1989, 22). This syndrome is often severe in Japanese companies
due to the closeness of the Japanese national and corporate culture (Parkhe 1991, 599).

According to Lorange (1991, 531) some partners may assign their less-talented
personnel to the joint venture or have unrealistic biases. This has been the case e.g. in
some joint ventures with Japanese companies (Daniels 1993).

The loyalty of the managers in the joint venture can be problematic. Is the manager loyal
to the parent company or to the joint venture? In relatively independent joint ventures
with an own full business the problem is not critical. The managers tend to be loyal to
the jv unless the cultural difference between the home country and the host country is
very big and/or the assignment in the venture is temporary with expected return to the
parent. Then the parent company may be seen as a symbol of home and the loyalty is
towards it (Lorange 1991, 537). In joint ventures that perform only one part of the
business the feeling of representing the parent can be excessive and affect the
performance of the joint venture when the objectives of the parent and the joint venture
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are contradictory. On the other hand if the joint venture is located in the country of the
other partner, managers may go native and start to feel more attached to that partner. In
this situation the interests of the foreign partner may be neglected to some extent.
(Daniels 1993)

The most evident disadvantage ofjoint ventures is the word joint. Even if it reduces risks
and creates synergies etc. it also cuts the amount of profits because profits are divided.
(Datta 1988, 149) However, the return on invested capital may be higher than in wholly
owned subsidiary and the capital saved can bring similar or greater benefits from other
investments in other countries.

2.3.4.2 Conflicts and Termination

Disputes and conflicts resulting from negative interfirm diversity do not necessarily have
to be only a negative issue. If there are no conflicts one partner may be in a dominant
position and the other one is just following. Solved conflicts lead often to more equal,
mutual benefits. For example complaints of poor information flow from the other partner
can be a good sign up to some extent. That is because they show that there are limits for
the amount of strategic knowledge that the partner can absorb (Hamel et al 1989,
133-136).

Cultural differences may have an effect on the perception of conflicts. In some cultures
e.g. in the United States conflict is thought to be positive and healthy but in some other
cultures, especially in some parts of Asia, it is avoided at all costs because it leads to loss
of face. (Parkhe 1991, 585)

Mostly the conflicts are however negative. They emerge from the negative interfirm
diversity. The trigger may be e.g. a shock of realizing partners real objectives of the
cooperation. If the company does not know the objectives of the partner it is likely to
get shocked if the objectives of the partner are very different or there is clear
controversy in the objectives of the partners. (Webster 1989, 71) Sometimes these
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conflicts can be solved in negotiations so that no significant harm to the cooperation is
caused. Sometimes, then, these disputes are not properly solved but the decision is made
by vote which rarely is good business judgement. (Ohmae 1991, 70-71) If the conflict
can not be solved at all it may lead to the termination of the joint venture.

The reason for joint venture termination can be a dissolved conflict, an agreement due to
changed environment or the fact that the venture has filled its particular purpose for one
or both partners. The most common way a jv to terminate is that one parent buys it.
(Bleeke and Ernst 1991, 133)

Often the buyer is the major parent or the financially stronger company. Joint ventures
with Japanese companies tend to become acquired by the Japanese parent. The Japanese
continually invest in the venture and if the other parent is unable or unwilling to do that
the share of the Japanese parent increases gradually. This is mainly due to their longer
time horizon and lower capital costs.

However, if the other parent continues to

contribute and invest in the joint venture it can maintain its position. So, the common
threat that a joint venture with a Japanese ultimately goes to the Japanese parent
depends on the other parent's objectives and resources. (Bleeke and Ernst 1991, 134)

If the company wants to maintain its position as a joint venture parent it can facilitate its
continuous presence by holding the majority stake, thus investing at least as much as the
other parent. Right placing of expatriates and continuous involvement in joint venture's
operations can be used for that purpose, too. (Bleeke and Ernst 1991, 135)

2.3.5 Joint Venture Performance

When a joint venture is properly established it can often create and utilize synergies
which lead to satisfactory performance and success. The term success is very relative but
it can be said that jv succeeds when both parents achieve their strategic objectives and
recover their financial costs of capital (Bleeke and Ernst 1991, 130) According to
Czinkota and Ronkainen (1990, 487) joint venture is valuable when the pooling of
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resources leads to better outcome for each partner than if each were to attempt to carry
out its activities individually.

Thus the emergence of synergies is an essential part of the joint venture success. As the
partners may have different objectives concerning joint ventures also the success can
take different forms like profits, technology transfer, risk reduction, market penetration
etc. Longevity (long life) of the jv is not equal to success, but it often facilitates the
success. (Parkhe 1991, 582) It is naturally a positive sign if the joint venture can evolve
with the environment but even well-performing joint ventures are being terminated if
they have filled their purpose and the adaptation to new challenges can be better done
through some other operation.

However, even if the cooperative venture seems to be performing well the long term
consequences may be negative. New competitor may be created if the other partner is
more able to learn and absorb the critical resources of the other partner. (Hamel et al
1989, 133) As the Americans, for example, have short-term focus compared to their
Asian partners they may be sometimes creating negative long-term effects when
establishing joint ventures even if the short term advantages like savings in R&D
increase profits temporarily. (Webster 1989, 66)

2.3.5.1 Positive Interfirm Diversity

One of the most important factors of the long term success or failure of joint ventures is
interfirm diversity. There can be two kind of interfirm diversity between the partners.
Complementary skills and resources facilitate the organizational learning process of the
partners and have a positive effect on the effectiveness of the cooperation. The second
kind of diversity is negative and limits the effectiveness of the cooperation. (Parkhe
1991, 580-584)

The organizational learning process in joint ventures can be mutually beneficial under
certain circumstances so that the joint venture is a win-win game, not a zero-sum game.
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Hamel et al (1989, 135) point out three possibilities for this mutual gain. The first
possibility is that the partners have similar strategic goals but they compete in different
industries and markets i.e.. their activities are not overlapping. So the jv can succeed, the
partners can learn from each other and use the knowledge against other competitors but
not against the partner. Second point is that both partners are relatively small compared
to their competitors. This creates interdependency since neither partner can survive
alone. Thirdly if the parents are both satisfied i.e.. they believe they learn from the
cooperation but simultaneously can keep their core resources limited from the partner.
This happens when the partners are looking for such information that the other party
considers as non-core information.

If the positive diversity i.e. complementary skills and resources of the partners outweighs
the negative diversity the longevity of the jv will be high. In this situation also additional
cooperation between the partners is likely. (Parkhe 1991, 596)

2.4 Presentation of the Framework for Joint Venture Establishment

Konieczny and Petrick (1994, 60-75) have presented a model with step-by-step
approach for managing the establishment process of an international joint venture. This
model can be seen as the second stage in joint venture establishment after the first stage
of analyzes with Datta's (1988, 78-90) framework for joint venture analysis. In this
model Konieczny and Petrick first propose a joint venture scope statement which acts as
a basis for the negotiations, contracts and formal establishment of the joint venture. Then
they divide the contracting process into three phases including five cycles. The main
benefit the authors see in using this framework is the reduction of uncertainty and the
assumption that the greatest opportunity to influence costs exists at the beginning of the
joint venture establishment project.
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2.4.1 International Joint Venture Scope Statement

After the first stage of the framework for joint venture analysis i.e. after analyzing
environmental forces, objectives, strategy alternatives, benefits and problems connected
to the establishment of a joint venture, the findings can be presented as the international
joint venture scope statement. As the joint venture strategy alternatives defined several
possible ways to act, the scope statement defines the selected path which is the basis for
the project contract process.

According to Konieczny and Petrick (1994, 68) the scope statement defines the activities
and resources needed for the joint venture establishment and the outcome of the process.
In this statement included are: goals and objectives, technical performance plans,
schedules, costs, quality requirements, feasibility of the project, risk levels, stockholders
and the potential joint venture team composition. In addition the scope statement values
the strategic fit with company's mission and connections between different parts of the
establishment project as well as connections to the world's political economy. Konieczny
and Petrick (1994, 68) state also that from the scope statement can be developed a
detailed management plan which describes all these elements more in detail and builds a
basis for offers for potential partners in the joint venture.

2.4.2 Project Contract Process

The international joint venture scope statement acts as the basis for the actual
negotiation, contracting and establishment process of the venture i.e. for the second
stage in the framework for the joint venture analysis. In this second stage the details of
future agreements are internally defined, potential partners contacted, mutual agreements
developed and contracts written and implemented. Cavendish and Martin (1982, in
Konieczny and Petrick 1994, 74) have divided this process into three phases, namely to
pre-award phase, award phase and post-award phase. In the following these phases and
cycles included into these phases are discussed and analyzed.
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2.4.2.1 Pre-Award Phase

According to Konieczny and Patrick (1994, 69-70) in the first part of the pre-award
phase i.e. in the requirement cycle internal plans and budgets for the joint venture and it's
establishment are created. They state also that factors included here are e.g. structures,
organizations, operating environment, firm's and other partner's estimated contributions,
complementarities of partners and the distributions of profits of the venture. At this stage
the joint venture scope statement information is used as source. As it seems that this
phase directly stems from joint venture scope statement, it can be said that the
requirement cycle is to some extent a more detailed version of the joint venture scope
statement. However, perspectives of other potentially involved entities should be also
studied at this stage.

The outcome of the requirement cycle i.e. detailed plan for the joint venture
establishment process is then assessed by a separate entity in the company. This
assessment is the basis for the second cycle, requisition cycle, in the pre-award phase.
According to Konieczny and Petrick (1994, 70) in this cycle another entity in the
company, e.g. the contracting function of the firm, reviews the project in relation to
realizable contract terms, prepares an initial offer for potential joint venture partners,
makes independent studies on the future environment of the joint venture contracts and
finally formulates a preliminary negotiation plan.

2.4.2.2 Award Phase

According to Cavendish and Martin (1982, in Konieczny and Petrick 1994, 69) the
award phase consists of only one cycle, the solicitation cycle. Authors mention three
main functions that are normally performed in this cycle. These functions are firstly
selecting the joint venture partner, secondly presenting a joint venture offer to potential
partner and finally negotiations on the joint venture contract.
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Joint venture is often a very long and complicated relationship between the partners.
Thus it is essential that the partners are carefully selected since the change of the partner
is very difficult and sometimes even impossible. The complementarity of partners
facilitates creating and utilizing synergies and it could be considered as an important
factor in the partner selection.

Complementaries can be found in any field of business, but how can they be found?
According to Geringer (1991, 58-59) to select a complementary partner the company
should analyze its own current and future capabilities, compare them to those ones
needed for success and so find out what additional skills and resources are needed. Then
the company could evaluate potential partners and the balance of bargaining powers for
the negotiations. An objective evaluator from outside the company could increase the
value of these evaluations.

When evaluating a potential jv partner the company can weigh the evaluation criteria
according to the company's objectives i.e. what it wants from the partner to improve its
competitive position and develop competitive advantages. To make this evaluation more
than a snapshot the company could forecast the development of some evaluation factors.
If the company perceives the development of some factor to be very difficult in the
future, it should search a jv partner that is very strong concerning that factor (Geringer
1991, 49-53).

When selecting a partner a company could also consider "getting engaged before
marriage". Non equity cooperation may be a good way to learn to know the partner
before establishing an equity jv. (Lewis and Turley 1991, 9) A relationship before the
establishment of the joint venture could also facilitate the creation of mutual trust.
Development of trust requires lot of time and attention, specially if the partner is from
different culture, speaks different language, has different education and world view
(Lawrence and Vlachoutsicos 1993, 49).
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After the potential joint venture partner has been selected, the offer for joint venture
partnership is originated. This offer acts as a preliminary agenda for future negotiations
(Konieczny and Petrick 1994, 71).

The negotiation process is the first activity in the joint venture establishment process
where there are more that one actors, until this point the process has been mostly
internal (Konieczny and Petrick 1994, 71). Cultural sensitivity in negotiations is needed
because of two reasons. Firstly the negotiations are intercultural and secondly the joint
venture will be operating in an environment with different STEP-factors from the foreign
partner's home country.

In the negotiations following aspects are often included in the agenda (Beamish and
Killing 1994 in Konieczny and Petrick 1994, 72):

definitions
scope of operations
management
arbitration
representations and warranties of each party
organization and capitalization
financial arrangements
contractual links with partners
rights and obligations regarding intellectual property
force majeur
covenants.

After successful negotiations partners have agreed on contracts and agreements
concerning the joint venture and its operations. These agreements will be modified to
written form in the following post-award phase.
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2.4.2.3 Post-Avard Phase

According to Konieczny and Petrick (1994, 72) there are two cycles in this phase: award
cycle and contractual cycle. The award cycle can be said to be most formal of all the
cycles included in the establishment process. In this cycle the negotiated joint venture
contracts and additional agreements are signed and formal registrations to host country
officials made. In addition the negotiations are reviewed and criticised internally by the
project i.e. negotiation team. From this critique, with lessons learned, a written report is
then prepared.

The joint venture contract is important because it should unite the objectives of the
partners for the success of the joint venture, minimize the opportunistic behaviour and
create trust between the partners (Shan 1991, 2). However, this arrangement, careful
negotiations and legal aspects will not guarantee that the joint venture is able to evolve
and adapt to changing environment. According to Hamel et al (1989, 139) the western
companies should not aim at creating tighter legal agreements but to become better
learners. Ohmae (1991, 71) has stated that if your company needs the world's best
lawyers to spell out all the possible details and countermeasures in potential disputes,
you lack a sound basis for the joint venture.

As the joint venture is formally established in award cycle the contractual cycle would
not exist in ideal case. However, in reality the process continues as fulfilment of
contracts and deliveries of goods, services and financial contributions are monitored as
well as conflicts resolved and contracts renegotiated and amended (Konieczny and
Petrick 1994, 73). Same authors state also that the contractual cycle and the
establishment process is completed when, after all the amendments, the joint venture
achieves purely operational mode.
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2.5 Conceptual Framework of the Thesis Paper

In this thesis paper the frameworks described in chapters 2.3 and 2.4 are combined so
that they form a single framework for firstly analyzing factors influencing joint venture
formation and secondly for the contracting and establishment process of an international
joint equity venture. In this combined framework first environmental factors are
analyzed. Secondly objectives and benefits are combined here as benefits seem to be to
some extent realized objectives. In some cases objectives can be realized to a greater
extent, in others to a smaller extent. Thirdly possible risks and problems are discussed.

In the second part of the framework strategy alternatives and joint venture scope
statement are discussed, the contracting and establishment process analyzed and finally
joint venture performance presented. The reasoning behind unification of strategy
alternatives and scope statement is that the scope statement seems to be the selected
option from several strategy alternatives.

Figure 10: Conceptual Framework of the Thesis Paper
Environmental Factors
(STEP-factors)

Joint Venture Objectives and Benefits

Possible Risks and Problems

Joint Venture Scope Statement
(selected strategy alternative)

Contracting and Establishment Process

Joint Venture Performance
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3 METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
3.1 Research Approach

As mentioned in the section 1.3 the purpose of this study is to contribute to our
understanding of joint venture uses in the People's Republic of China. To enlighten the
joint venture uses in the PRC, issues concerning joint venture analysis, joint venture
establishment and approval processes as well as possible problems connected to
Sino-foreign joint ventures are discussed and analyzed in this paper.

More specifically the research questions in this paper are: (1) "What are the reasons for
and against joint venture uses as a business operation mode in the People's Republic of
China?" and (2) "What are the joint venture establishment procedures in the PRC?". To
answer these questions this paper approaches the field from a qualitative case study
viewpoint.

According to Yin (1989, 23) case study is an empirical enquiry that investigates a
contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context when the boundaries between
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident and in which multiple sources of
evidence are used. In addition he mentions case studies to be most useful to answer
"how" and "why" questions. In this paper the research questions can be seen, even
though as presented above as what-questions, as why-question "Why to use and not to
use joint ventures in the PRC" and how-question "how are joint ventures established in
the PRC". In addition multiple sources of data are used, the researcher has little control
over events and the phenomenon studied in this paper is contemporary. So, it seems that
this paper clearly fits to area that is normally researched with case study method.

Yin (1989, 46) categorizes case studies into four categories according to the number of
cases studied and amount of analysis units. If a case study has only one case studied it is
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single-case study, with several cases it is a multiple-case study. With one unit of analysis
a case study is holistic, with several analysis units embedded.

This case study is a multiple-case study with eight case companies which are however
combined due to reasons presented later in this chapter. In this paper no single case
reports are written but a cross-case analysis combined from the eight case companies.
Multiple case approach was selected as it was seen to provide more reliable information
(Yin 1989, 52) and enable findings of new aspects and viewpoints. This study can also
be seen as embedded as it studies several sub-areas under Sino-foreign joint ventures:
Motives for joint venture uses, potential problems connected to joint ventures and the
establishment process across cases combined into one process are analyzed in this paper
i.e. research sub-questions are used. These sub-analysis then provide this paper with
overall analysis ofjoint venture uses in the PRC.

3.1.1 Research Process Description

This study started actually in January 1994 when a Finnish company operating in the
Chinese market contacted Professor Reijo Luostarinen in The Helsinki School of
Economics and Business Administration in order to find a student to conduct a study on
problematic areas in Sino-foreign joint ventures. The writer of this paper was privileged
to be the student to conduct this study and so the study was conducted as literature
research in January-March 1994.

With the support of this Finnish corporation the researcher was able to contact Finnish
Foreign Trade Association which in turn gave contacts to the Finnish Ministry of Trade
and Industry. The ministry became interested in the project and so the writer conducted
a wider study on the establishment and approval process of Sino-foreign joint ventures.
This study was conducted mainly in July-November 1994, completed in March 1995,
and included extensive literature research and several interviews in Finland, Hong Kong
and in the People's Republic of China. The outcome of this study is published in the
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Ministry's Studies and Reports series with number 101/1995, "Joint Ventures in China,
The Establishment and Approval Process".

Before these projects the researcher prepared an International Business seminar paper on
joint ventures with the subject "International Joint Ventures; Their Use and Long Term
Effects on Partners". The actual process for the Master's Thesis started in January 1994
with the first phase of the Thesis Seminar. This first phase was supervised by Professor
Lawrence Welch. The process was postponed due to project work for the ministry and
due to researcher's studies in Germany from November 1994 to March 1995. The
Master's thesis process continued in autumn 1995 but was again delayed as the
researcher obtained a permanent full-time job in January 1996.

Due to many supporting studies the researcher has obtained significant amount of
material for this paper. However, as all these preceding studies all had slightly different
viewpoints, objectives and purposes, all the material and preceding studies could not be
directly used for this paper. Still these preceding papers could be described as working
papers supporting this paper.

3.2 Data Collection

In this study the data was collected from both existing literature and from interviews.
Written data was mainly collected between January and August of 1994 and interviews
mainly conducted August-September 1994. In the following paragraphs both of these
data collecting methods are described.

3.2.1 Literature Study

Before selecting companies and conducting the interviews it was found important to
study existing literature related to joint ventures and People's Republic of China. This
was found necessary due to following reasons: 1) To understand nature and scale of the
issue. 2) To create basic information that could be tested, expanded and deepened in the
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interviews. 3) To get partial answers to research questions and 4) to enable effective
preparation for the interviews.

In the literature study significant amount of articles from magazines were read,
summarized and analyzed. These magazines included several general business magazines
(e.g. Journal of International Business Studies), industry specific magazines (e.g.
Chemicalweek) and area specific magazines (e.g. Far Eastern Economic Review).
Magazines were a valuable source of information as they provided most up to date
written information concerning research subject.

In addition to magazines also several books concerning the research subject were read
and analyzed. These books represented general business books (e.g. Luostarinen:
Internationalization of the Firm) and China specific books (e.g. Life and Death of Joint
Venture in China). Even though the researcher tried to concentrate on most recent
publications, the age of the books varied between three months and some 15 years.
However, the oldest books represented theoretical material which is still completely
accurate and for the business environment information most recent publications were
chosen.

Still, magazines and books were not the only written material used in this study. In
addition also Chinese publications (e.g. Shanghai Overseas Investment Manual) were
studied to get other viewpoints and region-specific information. In addition Chinese
literature provided information on latest legal regulations and rules concerning joint
venture operations.

As another written source used in this study were company specific documents like
information leaflets and slide copies. In addition written publications from different
seminars were analyzed for this study. Also the "working papers" i.e. seminar and
preceding project studies conducted by the researcher can be seen as written material
utilized in this study.

1
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The written material used in this study was obtained from several sources. In Finland
main sources were library of the Helsinki School of Economics and Business
Administration (HSE) and library of Finnish Foreign Trade Association. Other libraries
in Finland included library of the Parliament and library of the Ministry of Trade and
Industry. In addition one book and some articles and were ordered from foreign libraries
(University of Kiel, Germany). Other sources in Finland for written material in Finland
were interviewed companies, colleagues in the Ministry and other contacts with access
to relevant information.

In China and Hong Kong the main source for written information was the database and
library of Hong Kong Trade Development Council (HKTDC) in Hong Kong and
bookshops in Shanghai and Beijing. In addition some written material was obtained from
interviewed authorities and companies.

3.2.2 Selection of Case Companies and Interviewees

When starting this study, the researcher aimed at several cases to be presented in this
study. So, multiple companies would be interviewed. Eisenhardt (1989, 536-537)
mentions that selection of cases as well as knowing the population from which the case
companies are selected is crucial to case study method. As the research subject in this
study are joint ventures in China, we could say that the theoretical population are all
foreign companies involved in joint ventures in China. However, due to practical reasons
the case companies were selected to be Finnish-Chinese joint ventures.

As there are only limited number of Finnish companies involved in joint ventures in
China, the population accessible to the researcher was rather small - approximately 12
companies at the time cases were selected. After literature study and discussions
connected to working papers written by the researcher, the companies selected were:

1. ABB
2. Fimet Oy

1
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3. JP-international
4. Labsystems Oy
5. Leaf
6. Neles-Jamesbury
7. Nokia
8. Saajos Oy

Some of the companies mentioned above already have a joint venture in China, some are
in the middle of the establishment process. As one can see from the list above, most of
these companies are international and it is difficult to say if joint ventures of these
companies in China can be said to be Finnish-Chinese joint ventures. More precisely:
some of the already existing joint ventures have been established by foreign daughters of
these companies, some were established before the Finnish company acquired the
company involved in joint venture, and some of these Finnish companies are themselves
subsidiaries i.e. owned by international corporations.

However, companies above represent a significant portion of Finnish companies involved
in Finnish-Chinese joint ventures. They operate in different business areas from fast
moving consumer goods to industrial goods and represent a wide scale of size from
relatively small family-owned companies to big multinational corporations.

According to Yin (1989, 88) "One of the most important sources of case study
information is the interview". Thus the selection of the interviewees in these companies
was important and the researcher aimed at following criteria when selecting
interviewees: The interviewees are senior managers with significant information on the
subject, more than one manager per company is interviewed, and in addition to the case
company interviews also other interviews leading to increased reliability are conducted.

Specific names of interviewees were obtained from discussions in the Finnish Foreign
Trade Association and in the Finnish Ministry of Trade and Industry. The selected
companies and interviewees were approached by faxes describing briefly the study and
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its purpose. From two days to one week after sending the fax the interviewees were also
contacted by phone.

Most of the contacted interviewees were willing to give the interview - however with
one condition. The interviewees did not want their names to appear with direct
attributions to specific comments. This condition was based on following reasoning:
Joint ventures in China are relatively sensitive area followed by senior management and
media. So, any possible negative issues, e.g. problems connected to a joint venture of a
particular company would not be beneficial to the company. In addition the interviewees
did not want other companies to know their strategies and experiences in the Chinese
market - low profile seems to be favoured. This same way of thinking was also
monitored in China - Finnish companies in China did not seem to have lot of cooperation
and contacts even if they are not competing in the same business area.

As this condition seemed to be rather common in these companies and the researcher
still wanted to interview the managers it was agreed that no direct attribution to a
comment or view by an individual or his company would be made. This agreement
hindered to some extent the study but as Yin (1989, 142-143) points out it is sometimes
beneficial and necessary not to reveal the real cases. He mentions three possible
compromises to avoid full anonymity. As the first compromise Yin (1989, 143) mentions
anonymity of individuals only, and as the second point anonymity of particular
comments. As the third possibility in multiple-case studies he mentions possibility to
avoid composing any single-case reports and to compose only a cross-case analysis.

As the interviewees preferred the third option, it was chosen to be used in this paper.
Despite some negative effects to the reader, the researcher decided to conduct the
interviews and handle company- and individual names only in the lists in this chapter and
at the end of this paper. As the purpose of this paper is to enlighten the issue of joint
ventures in China, the interviews still provide significant amount of information
connected to that issue. In addition combining and making cross-case analysis out of
these interviews is sufficient to answer the research questions properly. With this
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decision the case study method with interviews could be still followed and the worst
situation according to Yin (1989, 143) - total anonymity - avoided.

The interview base resulting from above is presented in the following table:

Table 1: Interviewees

Company name

Job titles of inteviewees

ABB, ABB Industry oy

Marketing Manager

ABB , ABB Beijing Drive Systems Co. Ltd, Beijing

General Manager

Fimet Oy

Managing director

JP-international, Beijing representative office

Chief Representative

Labsystems Oy

Vice President
Project manager

Leaf

Regional president

Leaf, Wuxi Leaf Confectionery со.

Brand Manager
General Manager

Neles-Jamesbury Group,

Vice President.

Neles-Jamesbury, Shanghai Neles-Jamesbury Valve Co. Vice President
Nokia

Chief Representative

Nokia, Shanghai Nokia Optical Cables Ltd, Shanghai,

General Manager

Saajos Oy

President

The researcher believes that the criteria set for the selection of interviewees was well met
in five companies out of eight. In all cases at least one of the interviewees was a senior
manager, in most cases all of them. In four cases two managers were interviewed, in one
case three and in three cases only one. However, the researcher sees even cases with one
interview to be relevant as the interviewee was in these cases in a senior position in the
company and had a long experience in China-business.
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In addition, as no single-case reports are presented in this paper, the interviewees
mentioned above posses a significant cumulative expertise in business operations
concerning People's Republic of China.

As the third criteria for interviewee selection was mentioned supporting interviews in
other entities than case companies. A complete list of interviews is provided at the end
of this paper, but the researcher interviewed numerous professionals in entities ranging
from Finnish Ministry of Trade and Industry to Hong Kong Trade Development Council
and from Shanghai Pudong New Area International Exchange Centre to Finnish
consultant companies operating in China. So, it can be assumed that also the third
criteria for interviewee selection was relatively well met.

3.2.3 Description of the Interviews

Prior to every interview situation the researcher studied basic facts of the concerned
company and so familiarized himself to some extent with the particular company.

Totally 24 interviews were conducted for this study, most of them in August-September
1994. Ten of these interviews were directly connected to the case companies i.e. there
were totally 14 interviews of authorities, consultants and other organisations. In two out
of the ten interviews of case companies there were two interviewees at the same time,
and eight interviews consisted of one manager adding the total number of respondents to
case interviews into 12.

In one of the additional interviews there were three persons at the same time, all other
consisted of only one interviewee. To make these all interviews as positive as possible,
they were all held in premises proposed by interviewees. Most of the interviews were
conducted in the working room of the interviewee, some of them in the conference
rooms of interviewed organisations.

Most of the interviewees were conducted uninterrupted, but in some the interviewees
were obliged to answer telephone calls or urgent questions by other people. The time
consumed in the interviews varied from one hour to approximately two and half hours.
In addition to interviews informal discussion was held in several cases over the lunch or
coffee. In one case company the researcher had also opportunity to visit operating joint
venture factory and in another future production premises of the joint venture.

Before starting each interview the researcher explained basic ideas of the study and
asked for permission to use a tape recorder in the interview. All but one interviewee
gave the permission to use the tape recorder - in addition in one interview the use of the
tape recorder was cancelled due to breakdown of the machine. The researcher preferred
the use of tape recorder for several reasons. Firstly it gave the researcher the possibility
to concentrate on the discussion and secondly provided more reliable way to store the
information.

As the researcher aimed at obtaining new information from Chinese-foreign joint
ventures, it was justified to use open-ended questions in the interviews. With open-ended
questions it was possible to make the interviews more flexible and still follow guidelines
set beforehand by the researcher. In addition open-ended questions permitted the
respondents to describe what is meaningful to the concerned issue without being
pigeonholed into standard categories.

The interviews started with company specific questions. The interviewees were asked
about their company and then about their company's involvement in the joint venture
operations in the PRC. The processes, problems, reasons and motives for joint venture
uses in the PRC where then discussed. In addition open-ended questions often provided
leads to new areas of information without losing focus of the interview.
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3.3 Data Analysis

Analyzing of the interview started by listening the interviews from tape and writing the
interviews into written form. All the interviews recorded were written down into written
form almost word by word. To ensure quality of the data obtained from the interviews,
all of the case-company related interviews were send by fax in written form to the
interviewees for checking. At this stage also some preliminary analysis was included into
these papers. The interviewees then checked the texts and faxed them back to the
researcher with comments and / or corrections.

Analyzing the data was divided into two: firstly evaluation within a single case and
secondly cross-case analysis. As the researcher was not able to write single case reports
the dominant evaluation form in this paper are cross-case analysis.

For the single cases all case specific interviews were first combined and analyzed to
generate a general picture of the particular case. So, the researcher had clear picture of
all the single cases even though they could not be written to single-case reports due to
interviewee-related reasons. As the cross-case analysis is more significant in this paper, it
is described in the following more in detail.

Miles & Huberman (1984 in Yin 1989, 106) have suggested that prior to actual analysis
the data should be manipulated to organize the evidence and avoid stagnation of the
research. To organize data for the first research question "What are the reasons for and
against joint venture uses as a business operation mode in the People's Republic of
China?" data from literature and interviews was combined and categorized according the
stage when they emerged and according to the area they where connected to. At this
point also quantitative categorization was used - the amount of problems identified at
different stages and areas of operation is presented in the fourth chapter.

For the second research question "What are the joint venture establishment procedures
in the PRC?" the pre-analysis organization of data was done through data displays. The
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data was organized into form of a flowchart which acted as basis for analyzis in the fifth
chapter.

Yin (1989, 106-107) mentions two possibilities for general analytic strategies for data
analysis - firstly relying on theoretical propositions and secondly developing a case
description. In this paper the former strategy is mainly followed and is based on
discussions in existing literature. However, also the latter strategy i.e. case description
strategy is followed especially in the fifth chapter concerning the establishment and
approval process of sino-foreign joint ventures. As mentioned by Yin (1989, 108, box
25) this descriptive strategy may be useful when complex processes and numerous
entities are involved.

At this stage also the additional interviews and information sources were taken into
picture. These additional interviews brought several relevant benefits: Firstly they
provided the researcher with additional background information.

Secondly these

interviewees often had different viewpoints from the case-company interviewees and so
helped to create an objective view of the issues studied. Thirdly they provided the
researcher with many new aspects that could be then included into case-company
interviews.

The single company cases, additional interviews and cross-case analysis provided the
information necessary for answering the research questions. The researcher believes that
the pre-analysis organisation, analysis strategy and methods described above have been
relevant, and that analysis, findings and conclusions presented in next chapters are as
accurate and valid as possible.

3.4 Reliability and Validity of the Study

Yin (1989, 40-41) categorizes quality of the study into four categories: 1) construct
validity 2) internal validity 3) external validity and 4) reliability of the study. In the
following these four categories of quality are discussed in relation to this paper.
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Construct Validity

According to Yin (1989, 41-42) construct validity can be reached with three tactics.
These tactics are using of multiple sources of evidence, establishing chain of evidence
and having key respondents to review draft case study report.

In this paper the data is obtained from various sources. Both company specific and other
interviews, company specific papers and other written information can be said to fulfil
the requirement for multiple sources of evidence.

Chain of evidence was partially weakened by the request of the interviewees that no
specific citations to their interviews should be made. However, the researcher sees the
chain of evidence to be established to a sufficient extent due to following reasons: 1) In
addition to interviews also written sources were also used in this study and they are
carefully citated. 2) The data collection procedure was systematically followed and
described earlier in this paper.

The third tactic for construct validity was fulfilled in this paper as the interviewees were
sent the interviews in written form with initial analysis of the interview. The interviewees
then returned the papers with comments and corrections.

Construct validity in this paper can be said to be sufficient as two out of the three tactics
for this quality aspect were well followed. Due to reasons beyond researcher's control
the chain of evidence is not perfect but is sufficient to ensure sufficient validity of this
paper.

Internal Validity

As Yin (1989, 43) mentions it is rather difficult to identify specific tactics for achieving
internal validity. However, it can be said that in this paper cases were analyzed carefully
enough to keep the internal validity at good level. Even though the business environment

in the PRC is complicated the researcher tried to keep causal relationships clear and
avoid conclusions in cases there were no clear evidence for some factor causing another
one.

External validity

External validity means that a study's findings are generalizable beyond the immediate
case study (Yin 1989, 43). However, Yin also argues that in case studies the discussion
should not be around direct generalizability to larger populations but around analytical
generalizability to theoretical statements. In this paper there are no single case analysis
and the cross-case analysis presented in this paper can be argued to be generalizable to
significant extent. Even though every joint venture in the PRC is different many of the
reasons for its establishment, the establishment process and potential problems have
similarities.

Reliability

According to Yin (1989, 45) a study is reliable if it can be repeated with same findings
and results. The goal of reliability is to minimize errors and biases in the study. In this
paper the chapter three describes the ways and methods that are followed to fulfil the
requirements for reliability. Based on the earlier sections of this chapter the researcher
believes that if he would conduct the same study again, same findings and results would
be found as the outcome of the study.

As a conclusion this study seems to fulfil the criteria set for validity and reliability.
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4. JOINT VENTURE ANALYSIS IN THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Based on the theoretic framework and methods described in the previous chapters the
business environment of the PRC and motives as well as potential problems connected to
Sino-foreign joint ventures are discussed and analyzed in the following sections. This
discussion and aspects can be partially applied to other operation modes in the PRC and
as well as to joint ventures in other developing countries.

4.1 People's Republic of China as a Business Environment for Joint Ventures

In the following the business environment is analyzed with the STEP (sociocultural,
technological, economic, political) factors as a guideline. First basic geographical outline
is presented, then sociocultural, technological and economic factors discussed. This
analysis is relatively general as more in-depth analysing would be possible only by
concentrating both on a narrow business sector and on a geographical region in the
PRC.

China is a business environment that is very different from any western business
environments. Using the concepts presented by Luostarinen (1989, 247) physical
distance between Finland and China is similar to the one between Finland and Japan,
cultural distance can be assumed to be of similar amount as the one between Finland and
Nigeria etc. and economic distance can be assumed to be long between Finland and the
People's Republic of China. So the business distance cluster between Finland and China
is likely to be very distant.

People's Republic of China is the third largest country of the world with an area of 9,6
million square kilometres. The western part of the country is mountainous and has
several deserts and so 80% of the total population of 1,2 billions is concentrated in the
eastern part of the country (Business Profile..., 6). The annual growth of population
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1993 was 1,1% (Hong Kong Trade Development Council database). The north-south
extent of the country corresponds the one between northern Africa and northern Europe
and thus climates vary from tropical in the south to relatively cold in the northern China.
Based on these significant differences inside the country it can be argued that China is
actually not a country but more like a continent, (interview) The official national
language in the PRC is Mandarin Chinese (Putonghua in Chinese) which is a
standardised form of the dialect spoken in the northern China, but numerous very
different dialects are spoken in different regions in the country. (Huotari and Seppälä
1993, 257-264)

4.1.1 Sociocultural Environment

The Chinese culture is the oldest still prevailing culture (Huotari and Seppälä 1993, 5). It
is largely developed inside the country and differs there from many European cultures
that have had lot more influences from surrounding cultures. According to Shenkar
(1990) China still has contradictory feelings about foreign investments: It wants to
attract foreign capital and technology but still remembers foreign domination and
exploitation during its history.

The Chinese state originates from the second millennium BC and under the Qin dynasty
(221-206 BC) the Chinese empire was united for the first time (Business Profile..., 6).
Successive dynasties, Chinese and non-Chinese, followed and lasted until 1911 when the
Nationalist party (Kuomintang) came into power. In the 1920s and 1930s Kuomintang
and Chinese Communist party competed and civil war began in 1945 after Japanese
troops left China. Communists under Mao Zedong won the civil war and established the
People's Republic of China in 1949. At the same time Kuomintang supporters moved to
Taiwan.

Communists established a socialist organization and central planning system, so
following the Soviet Union. Great Leap Forward 1958-60 and Cultural Revolution
1966-1976 turned out to be unsuccessful and after the death of Mao 1976 the state,

under new leader Deng

Xiaoping,

began to

enhance

social

and

economic

modernizations, which policy continues to this day despite some difficulties.

Chinese society is influenced by several typical characteristics in the Chinese nature. In
the following face, collectivity, Chinese time perception and individualism are briefly
discussed.

In the Chinese culture there is a lack of separation between the business entity, the
government and the society. This issue still remains to some extent and so a foreign
investment like joint venture may in some cases be expected to serve all these three.
Examples of this factor are expectations of Chinese authorities that the technology
brought in by the foreign partner is shared with state organs so that it benefits the whole
society, (interview)

In China one's face is not only the responsibility of the individual but is influenced also
by the actions of those with whom he is closely associated, and how he is perceived and
dealt with by others. So, one should not only protect one's own face but to extend the
face to others. (Adler et al 1992)

Collectivity and equality are important in the Chinese culture and society. It can be said
that there exist a strong, and sometimes even ritualistically reinforced, set of norms that
guides behaviour and which is difficult to negate. (Kirkbridge et al 1991)

Chinese perceive time as polychronic, non-linear, repetitive and associated with events.
Chinese do not appreciate providing and working to schedules as much as western
people. For Chinese it is important to complete a task but the time needed for that may
be less important. (Kirkbridge et al 1991)

Low individualism leads to Chinese people's lower task achievement orientation because
individual achievement could threaten their harmonious relationships in an organization.
Relationships in the work and especially in the family are important. In China relations
and power that can be derived from them are called Guanxi. Some issues may be
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significantly easier to handle with right guanxi - this may have an effect on corporate
performance in the PRC. (interview)

Low self-actualization is relatively normal by the Chinese. So, they tend to underestimate
themselves. On the other hand they do not usually say if they think they are incapable to
perform some tasks - saying yes does not necessarily mean yes but a will to do one's best
to complete a task. (Yamaguchi 1991)

4.1.2 Technological Environment

As technological environment are in this paper understood factors connected to
infrastructure, land, technology and education level. The infrastructure in the PRC is
somewhat undeveloped due to low investments in the 50s - 70s. However, from 1978 a
high priority was given to this sector and the situation is gradually improving. (Business
Profile Series: China, 1993, 17) Still, there is a lack of capacity in the railroads, roads
and telecommunications as the strong economic growth, increase in the production and
increased travelling of Chinese people have significantly increased demand for
infrastructure. In China there are almost 60000 km of railroads and railroads are the
main transportation method especially in the long distances as the road network is
relatively undeveloped outside the main cities. (Business Profile Series: China, 1993, 17)
Despite recent developments in the railroads, the Chinese railroad system is still very
slow: The average speed for shipping products by rail from Guangdong to Shanghai is
2-3 km/hour which leads to 21 day average time between these two cities. This low
speed stems from several waiting periods and lack of rail capacity, (interview)

Waterways are also an important transportation way for coastal cities and cities by big
rivers. The ports in China are much slower than e.g. in Hong Kong: in Shanghai
unloading and loading a ship takes average 20 days, in Hong Kong 8 hours, (interview)
In the recent years there has been significant investment in the road, air and
telecommunications areas, but these still lack capacity to fulfil increasing needs of the
growing Chinese economy.
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There is no private land ownership in the PRC and therefore a joint venture can not buy
land. The way to obtain land in the PRC is to acquire land use right for the land needed.
In the PRC it is today possible to obtain land-use right for industrial purposes for 50
years and the agreement may be renewed after that period. To obtain the land use right
one normally has to pay a lump sum and in addition an annual land use fee. (Ho and
Chan 1993, 69; Shanghai Pudong New Area... 1993, 41)

Concerning joint ventures one common land source is the local partner. The Chinese
partner often has land use rights and uses them as a capital contribution to the joint
venture. There are different procedures in different locations for this method. The joint
venture either signs a land use right transfer contract with the Chinese partner, Chinese
partner obtains approval from local land bureau which signs the contract with the joint
venture or the joint venture obtains the land use right through the issue of the business
licence, without land use right transfer contract, (interview)

It is also possible to accept land and building on rental basis from the Chinese partner.
Specially if the planned operation period of the joint venture is short like 5 years there is
no need for 50 years land lease. Another motive is to obtain more cash contribution from
the Chinese partner, if finance for the Chinese partner is available. On the other hand
rapidly raising rent costs may pose a risk in this option, (interview)

Even if not obtaining premises from a Chinese joint venture partner the construction of
premises is not always needed today, since there is industrial and commercial space for
rent in special economic zones, cities and in technology development zones. During the
last ten years there has been a construction boom in the PRC. (interview) However, still
the amount of industrial and office premises is in some areas limited, the location may
not be the best possible, and the premises are not always suitable for intended purposes.
In addition the rent levels for office premises are one of the highest in the world,
(interview)
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To obtain state supplied facilities like power, part of the transportation and water etc.
the joint venture has to be included into the central planning system. Still there may
occur electricity, water, and fuel shortages. In addition some raw materials may be
difficult to obtain. To minimize this problem the joint venture can try to obtain a special
status and so be the first to get supplies of energy and raw materials, (interview)

The overall level of technology varies significantly. China has top high technology to
launch satellites but on the other hand most of the industry is old fashioned. In some
cases Chinese companies seem to try to move directly from old technology to the most
modern one without intermediate steps that have been taken in the western countries,
(interview) It seems that China has chosen to acquire and implement new technologies,
not to develop them itself. To be able to utilize the latest technologies a high level of
education is needed.

The educational level in the PRC is today still quite low compared to western countries
and even to some developing countries. (Huotari and Seppälä 1993, 254-256) Even
though education is traditionally appreciated in the Chinese society, the cultural
revolution damaged the Chinese education system. As a consequence only one percent
of the people at working age have a university degree - this may hinder the development
and technology transfer to the Chinese economy. (Huotari and Seppälä 1993, 254-256)
Still today no more than approximately two percent of young people have the access to
the university level education. Today best educated people are concentrated in the big
cities and education still remains one of the bottlenecks in the Chinese society.

4.1.3 Economic Environment

Even though market economy is today promoted in the PRC, the Communist party still
tries to maintain its dominant position and control and therefore political changes may
affect business conditions in China. However, today the economic development has
already gone so far that the government can not easily turn the wheel back i.e. stop
economic reforms even if it wanted to. (interview)
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1992 the National Congress of the PRC confirmed that socialist market economy should
be the aim of economy reforms in the country (Kavonius 1994). The economic
development since late seventies has led to growing private sector and diminishing
control of state in the economy. 1980 the state controlled 90% of the Chinese economy,
1992 the figure was merely 12% (Kavonius 1994). However, state companies still play a
major role especially in the heavy industry sector.

In the recent years the growth of Chinese economy has been faster than almost anywhere
else in the world. The GDP rose by 12,8% in 1992 and by 13,4% in 1993. Even though
statistics in China are not always extremely accurate these figures show that the
economic growth in the PRC is significant. Currently the PRC is the fourth biggest
economy in the world after the United States, European Union and Japan. (Kavonius
1994) It has been said (Overholt 1993, 21) that China will be the next economic
superpower and the world's biggest economy 2020. In addition OECD has estimated the
average yearly GDP growth rate in the PRC to be 7% until 2030. (Kavonius 1994)

The average GDP per capita 1993 was RMB (Renminbi) 2626 with a growth of 28%
(Hong Kong Trade Development Council database). However, there are significant
regional differences in the distribution of the GDP. Coastal areas, Yangtze river
surroundings and big cities have relatively high incomes and inland China and especially
western China much lower incomes per capita. In China's 30 biggest cities the average
GDP/capita is over RMB 10000, in cities like Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Shanghai RMB
20000 per capita. (China's Consumer Market 1994, appendix 2)

Today in China there are approximately 65 million people whose income is at the
western level: they can afford any normal western consumer goods, (interview) In
addition, in the Chinese market there is a peculiarity which is to some extent similar to
Russian market or even to Finnish market in the fifties. In the PRC today one likes to
show his wealth - an extremely high price may attract the wealthiest customer segment in
the country. As an example a limited series of cognac with a price of thousands of
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USD/bottle was developed and marketed in China. The product appeared to be very
successful and produced high margins, (interview)

The rapid growth of economy has led also to accelerated inflation. In the late eighties the
average inflation in the country was almost 20%, in big cities double that amount.
(Overholt 1993, 27) Austerity measures in early 90s curbed the inflation but also the
economic growth. Due to overheating of the economy consumer prices rose by 20% in
cities 1993. Still the PRC has had very moderate inflation figures compared to Eastern
European countries and Russia. (Overholt 1993, 12-13) According to OECD the
inflation rate should decline to 5,1% by the year 2000. (Kavonius 1994)

1993 the PRC approved USD 50 billions of foreign investment in the country. Hong
Kong has been the main source for invested billions in the PRC, 1993 it counted for 70%
of the investment. However, some of the investment from Hong Kong is in reality not
directly Hong Kong investment, but originates from Taiwan or other countries which
prefer to use Hong Kong as a platform for penetrating the PRC. Still, since Taiwan was
the second largest investor with 10% share, the amount of foreign direct investment
from western countries was still less than USD 10 billions. (Kavonius 1994)

The total foreign trade of the PRC 1993 valued USD 195,72 billion of which export
counted for USD 91,77 billion and imports USD 103,95 billion. A trade deficit of USD
12,18 billion was incurred, the country's first since 1989. This was mainly due to rapidly
rising imports: The increase of exports 1993 was 8% whereas imports rose by 29% from
the previous year. Main export destinations and import sources were Hong Kong, Japan,
the United States, Taiwan, Germany and South Korea. (Hong Kong Trade Development
Council database) However, the export to Hong Kong was mainly re-exported to USA.
(Kavonius 1994)

Firms with foreign investment are today a significant export generator for the PRC. 1993
they counted for 28% of total exports with exports growth of 45% from the previous
year. (Hong Kong Trade Development Council database)
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The growth in trade between the PRC and Finland has been significant. Exports from
Finland to China have fivefolded under the last four years from FIM 338 mio (1989) to
FIM 1468 mio (1993). At the same time also imports from China have increased from
FIM 688 mio to FIM 1467 mio. The most important export items from Finland to the
PRC are machines, telecommunication equipments, paper products and fertilizers.
Imports from the PRC to Finland are mainly textiles, clothes, toys and machinery.
(Kavonius 1994)

Every Chinese company is operating under some bureau in charge which controls and
supervises the company. Normally the bureau in charge of the Chinese participant in a
joint venture is also the department in charge of the joint venture. Normally the bureau in
charge is the local bureau of the concerned industry, (interview)

4.1.4 Political and Administrative Environment

According to the Constitution the highest ranking organisation in the People's Republic
of Chinas is the National People's Congress (NPC) which meets in session once a year
and elects the president and state council. The members of this organ are representatives
of China's various regions and areas. A permanent body of NPC is the Standing
Committee. Under the Standing Committee, there are Central Military Commission,
Legislative Commission, State Council, Supreme People's court and Supreme People's
Procuracy. The State Council is the main organ administrating the country. Under it
there are ministries, commissions, offices etc. Most important organisations for the
foreign investor in the national level are the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic
Cooperation (MOFTEC, former MOFERT) which in principe approves joint venture
projects but in practice has authorized local administrative bodies to approve projects of
significant size. (Business Profile Series: China 1993, 7-9) Another important national
authority for the foreign investor is the China International Trust and Investment
Corporation (OTIC). A Figure of Chinese Government Structure is attached as
appendix 2.
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China is divided into 23 provinces, three municipalities and five autonomous regions.
These all entities have equal status and report directly to the State Council. Beijing,
Shanghai and Tianjin are the municipalities. The autonomous regions are mainly located
in western inland China and mainly inhabited by minority nationalities. Under the level of
provinces there are prefectures, municipalities, counties, cities, townships and villages all
of which have own administrative bodies. (Business Profile Series: China 1993, 9)
Figures of basic model of Chinese economic system at the state and provincial level: see
appendices 3 and 4.

Although these are the official administrative bodies, the Chinese Communist Party is
perhaps still the most important organisation in the country: Members of its Politburo
and Standing Committee are the country's top leaders and policy makers (Business
Profile Series: China 1993, 9) The party has 50 million members and its membership has
previously, and to some extent still today, been a prerequisite for senior posts in the
State Council.

4.1.4.1 Special Economic Zones

In addition to provinces and municipalities also Special Economic Zones have significant
autonomy in economic issues. They are a major factor influencing joint venture activities
in the PRC. During the 1980s China opened several types of investment areas.
According to the Economist (China feels the heat 1993, 61) there are altogether 8000
economic zones enjoying varying degrees of autonomy and tax and other privileges, each
jostling with the others and with provincial and local governments for credit and for
foreign investment. The most important ones are special economic zones, open coastal
economic zones, open coastal cities and many technology development zones. These
areas normally offer tax incentives, a tarrif-free environment, positive attitude towards
foreign investment and increased autonomy in approvals and economic decisions.
(Business profile series: China 1993, 33)

Special economic zones established in 1980 are Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou and Xiamen.
1988 Hainan Island was given status as the fifth Special Economic Zone. In addition
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1990 Pudong area in Shanghai was given similar autonomy and status as the special
economic zones have. (Business profile series: China 1993, 33) Three open coastal
economic zones are the Yangtze river delta, the Guangdong Pearl river delta and the
south Fujian Min river delta. (Zee and Ho 1993, 97)

There are 14 open coastal cities established in 1988: Dalian, Qinhuangdao, Tianjin,
Yantai, Qindao, Lianyungang, Nantong,

Shanghai, Ningbo, Wenchou, Fuzhou,

Guanzhou, Zhanjiang and Beihai. 1992 also cities ofHeife and Suifenghe in Heilongjiang
province, Hunchun in Jilin province and Manzhouli in the Inner Mongolia autonomous
region were given the status of open coastal city. (Business profile series: China 1993,
33) Map of the Chinese Special Economic Zones is attached as appendix 5 at the end of
this paper.

Today coastal cities have attracted enough foreign investment and the policies are
changing towards inner cities and border cities. First China allowed preferential
treatment for coastal cities, then border cities and then for cities along the Yangtse river.
Today one can enjoy preferential treatment also outside these areas if he is a high
technology investor. Also export-oriented projects get that treatment.

In addition there are 52 high technology development zones in China as well as high
number of different technology parks and other special zones. PRC has permitted 27
cities to set up high technology industry development zones. All these zones have been
established mainly during the last few years and specially in inner China they offer
benefits even more favourable than in the SEZs. (Investment in the PRC 1993, 42-43)

4.1.4.2 Foreign Investment Approvals

As a part of the political/administrative environment there is a formal approval process
for foreign investments. During the negotiations and when the joint venture is operating
approvals from Chinese authorities are needed. Since there sometimes is lack of
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coordination between authorities they may protect their autonomy and approvals from
several authorities are often needed, (interview)

Approvals are of great importance. For example if the foreign partner transfers
technology to the Chinese party before the contract is approved, the foreign party will be
at loss if the contract fails to be implemented. So, the foreign partner should not transfer
technology before the contract is implemented, (interview)

There is no clear criteria for approvals and so after long negotiations the Chinese
authority may just refuse to give approval due to some previously undisclosed reason.
Even though Chinese promote beneficial position of JV:s, many e.g. tax benefits are
obtained only through government approvals which are often unclear and insufficient,
(interview)

In negotiations the local government should be involved and/or informed early enough to
facilitate the approval. This is to ensure that documents submitted to these authorities
contain only few surprises and they can be approved without delays. After the approval
of the project proposal, feasibility study, JV:s authorized field of operations and other
similar issues, terms of these issues are very difficult to change although authorization
may not always be legally binding. Thus, one has to consider the terms of these papers
carefully, (interview)

Approval time in China is normally not counted from making the application. It is
normally counted from the date when all documents are received by the examination and
approval authority, to the notice to the Chinese partner that approval or denial has been
made, (interview)

In principle the examination and approval authority is the Ministry of Foreign Trade and
Economic Cooperation (MOFTEC, former MOFERT) which also grants certificates of
approval. However, MOFTEC has authorized local governments in provinces,
autonomous regions and municipalities directly under the central government to act as
examination and approval authorities. (Shanghai Overseas Investment Manual 1993, 8)
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So, for projects up to USD 10 mio the examination and approval authority is usually
local Commission of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation, local Investment
Promotion Office/Centre or local Economic Commission i.e. the local counterpart of the
MOFTEC. (Starting up in China 1994, 10)

Following approval levels of different authorities are subject to changes. In addition
projects are often divided into several smaller parts which can then be approved locally.
So can e.g. a USD 30 mio project in three parts be approved locally. (Sender 1994, 75)
These figures are according to Vepsäläinen (1989, 64-65) and Economist Intelligence
Unit (Starting up in China 1994, 10). According to some other sources coastal areas can
approve projects up to USD 30 mio, other areas up to USD 15 mio. (e.g. Guangdong:
an export-oriented province 1994, 41)

Table 2: Approval Levels of Chinese Authorities

Investment

Approval authority

USD > 100 mio

State Council

USD 30-100 mio

State Planning Commission

USD 10-30 mio

Municipalities of Shanghai and Tianjin, for other
regions MOFTEC in Beijing

USD < 10 mio

Local authorities i.e. the local counterpart of
MOFTEC
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4.2 Joint Venture Objectives and Benefits in the People's Republic of China

As discussed in the second chapter the objectives and benefits of joint ventures can be
linked - benefits can be argued to be achieved objectives. As presented in the model
there are several parties who have interests and objectives in the joint venture formation
in the People's Republic of China: the foreign partner, local partner, Chinese government
and local authorities, foreign partner's home government and other entities. The partners'
reasons and objectives for a joint venture are usually not same, but if they are clearly
understood and similar or complementary the joint venture can be successful.

4.2.1 Objectives and Benefits of the Foreign Partner

When China at the end of 70s opened to foreign companies and investment the first
thoughts of western businessmen concerned the size of the Chinese market: "If every
Chinese would buy one piece of our product...". Even though the Chinese market may
be one of the main reasons for investing into China, it is not the only one.

For using joint venture mode for in the PRC the companies interviewed had following
objectives in mind:

1) Local partner brings better relations and guanxi: it is easier to get approvals, land,
supplies and transportation as well as recruit personnel.
2) Local partner has market knowledge which can be helpful also in future operations.
So, joint venture is a platform or learning vehicle for future operations in China
3) Local partner has distribution and sales network. This network can be used for
marketing & selling of other products produced by the foreign partner.
4) Joint venture can be used as sourcing unit for production in the foreign partner's own
country.
5) China has lot of potential for our products: we want to be present there.
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6) Establishment of a joint venture shows to the Chinese that we believe in mutuality and
respect them and that we are committed - it makes it much easier to sell our other
products as well.
7) This joint venture was at the beginning only a way to get a project in the market.
8) Joint venture enables us to create a service network for our products we export to the
country.

Based on these comments the basic objectives of foreign partner can be divided into two
groups: Firstly foreign companies willing to sell their products in the Chinese market see
China as a vehicle for increasing their sales and profits. With 1200 million inhabitants,
even with limited purchasing power, China has a lot of potential for any kind of
products. However, as the country is regionalised and transportation not effective, it can
be argued that China is not a market but group of big markets. Secondly China has
significant resources of raw materials and other resources with relatively low prices. This
applies to foreign companies that are willing to use these resources and sell the products
either in China or in other markets.

However, it may be difficult to utilize effectively any of the benefits mentioned above
without the use of joint ventures, and so joint ventures can be used as vehicles for
penetrating Chinese market or utilizing resources of the country, (interview)

Two reasons for local production in China are import restrictions and scarce foreign
exchange in the PRC. The imports restrictions of goods to the PRC have been gradually
partly abolished, but still importing goods to China may be subject to restrictions, and
the possibility of re-imposing restrictions still exists, (interview) Even if the foreign
company could import the goods to China the foreign exchange in China is scarce and so
most of the customers are willing to pay with domestic currency i.e. Renminbi (RMB).
As the Renminbi is not yet a freely convertible currency, it would be difficult to pay
imports with foreign currency and get sales revenue in RMB. Thus a local production is
a feasible solution.
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Even if the company produces locally in the joint venture only small part of its products
sold in China, the joint venture can be used as sales and marketing unit for the other
products as well. For industrial goods companies joint venture seems also to be an
effective, although expensive, PR vehicle for winning projects of significant size.

When studying these objectives and motives for joint ventures in China, it seems that
there are sound justifications for going into Chinese market and producing locally.
However, it seems that joint venture as an operation mode is to some extent not a
completely free choice but rather a price for being able to do business in the PRC. Today
the situation is changing and also 100% foreign owned businesses are allowed. Still it
seems that the local partner and government have had and will have reasons for stressing
the joint venture operation mode.

4.2.2 Objectives and Benefits of the Local Partner

Many Chinese companies are willing to establish joint ventures western enterprises as
they see joint ventures as good vehicles to obtain technology, knowledge and foreign
currency. When operating as a importer of western products the Chinese company
would only obtain product knowledge. As a licensee it would get also production
technology knowledge, (interview)

With a joint venture the Chinese party's objective is to take part in the technology
transfer process where it obtains: product technology, manufacturing technology, design
technology and management know how. In addition it sometimes aims at developing its
own corporate culture with the western partner, (interview) However, Chinese
sometimes seek the latest technology even though less advanced technology could be
more appropriate for China and seem to expect that technology in technology transfers
can be delivered in a tidy package, complete and ready to use. In reality it needs much
more work, training, blueprints etc. (interview)
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One of the most important objectives for Chinese companies for joint ventures is the
legal position of joint ventures: They have much more economic freedom than domestic
Chinese enterprises. So, a joint venture offers a possibility to be more active and make
more distance to the Chinese state, (interview) In addition travelling, exports, foreign
exchange and higher wages are motives for decision makers in Chinese companies to
form joint ventures, (interview)

Another important objective of the local party are trademarks and brandnames. With a
joint venture the Chinese party can also gain foreign currency if the products of the
venture are exported. Foreign currency in China is still scarce and exports are often
strongly favoured by the Chinese partner, (interview)

4.2.3 Objectives and Benefits of the Chinese Government

When the People's Republic of China opened its doors to the foreign investments in the
late 70s it stated that it wanted long-term co-operative production with foreign investors
in the following industry sectors: (Zhang 1993, 39)

Energy developments
Communication and transports
Raw materials
Construction materials
Precision machinery and electronics
Iron, steel and non-ferrous metals
Modernisation of agriculture

For these sectors the Chinese government objectives are to obtain technological
know-how, management expertise and foreign exchange through exports (Business
profile... 1993, 29). These are to some extent same objectives as the Chinese joint
venture partner has - after all still most of the Chinese companies are state owned.
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Joint venture has been the preferred operation mode to the Chinese government due its
nature: it enables transfer of knowledge to Chinese companies and often substitutes
imports. So, the legislation for joint ventures has been relatively favourable. In addition
there has been incentives like lower taxes, tax holidays etc. However, the tax incentives
are diminishing in the better developed as the Chinese government sees that it has
attracted reasonable amount of investment in these areas. Incentives are still available in
the rural and less developed areas of the country as the development focus has been
moved there, (interview)

Chinese government in Beijing is not the only Chinese authority which may have
objectives concerning joint ventures. Different ministries, offices, departments and
organisations at national and provincial level, municipal and local authorities all may
have their own objectives. Thus it is important to know the objectives of all these
different authorities. In some cases there may be a conflict between objectives of local
and national authorities. In these cases the region, industry and size of the joint venture
may make the difference: Areas in the south are often more independent and Beijing is
most dependent on central government's decisions. In addition strategic (e.g. energy,
telecommunications) and large projects are controlled more by the central government in
Beijing than smaller projects connected to consumer goods industries which are often
decided at the local level, (interview)

4.2.4 Objectives and Benefits of Other Involved Entities

Other entities which may have objectives concerning Chinese-foreign joint ventures may
be the foreign partner's home government, other governments, trade unions in China,
and the China Communist party.

Foreign partner's home government may favour joint ventures in order to deepen
economic relations between the two countries, or it may restrict the technology transfer
connected to joint venture if e.g. strategic information on military technology is
concerned.
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Other governments include countries where the products of the joint venture are to be
exported or from where raw materials to the joint venture supplied. In one case Finnish
company Raute established a joint venture plywood factory in China with a Chinese
partner. The raw material was planned to be wood from Malaysia, but at the same time
as the plant was started, Malaysia banned exports of this timber and the joint venture
experienced severe difficulties, (interview)

Trade unions and the China Communist Party are important at the local level. The
representative of trade union in a joint venture is normally a member of the party and
may have lot of influence at the local level, (interview)

4.2.5 Case: Objectives in a Sino-Finnish Joint Venture

This empirical case has been chosen to illustrate the set of objectives in one Sino-Finnish
joint venture. In this case only objectives of the Finnish and Chinese party were available
and the company preferred not to have its name public.

Objectives of the Finnish party:
To produce for both Chinese market and for exports at competitive prices.
To act as importer in China for other products of the Finnish party.
To take responsibility on after sales operations in China for all the products of the
Finnish party and the joint venture.
To utilize beneficial sourcing possibilities in China and provide the Finnish party with
components, raw materials and other materials.

Objectives of the Chinese party:
To obtain new production technology
To obtain new managerial know-how
To improve effectivity
To utilize western production technology
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To utilize greater freedom of joint ventures compared to domestic Chinese companies.
This includes wages, foreign currency, independent exports, possibility to travel outside
China.

As one can see from these objectives the approaches of the two parties are very different
but still the joint venture was a solution to both partners' problems and objectives. The
complementarity of objectives is obvious as the Finnish partner is willing to provide
technology and know-how and Chinese party is willing to let its distribution network to
be used for both joint venture's and Finnish partner's other products.
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4.3 Joint Venture Risks and Problems in the People's Republic of China

In the second chapter several general impediments of joint ventures were analyzed and
discussed. Most of those impediments apply to joint ventures in any country and so these
general impediments are not described here as this chapter mainly concentrates on
country-specific problems and risks of joint ventures in the People's Republic of China.
However, it is possible that part of the problems discussed in the following apply to
other developing countries as well.

In addition to general impediments for joint ventures, the People's Republic of China is a
very demanding environment for joint ventures and thus the problems and risks there
may be somewhat different from impediments in other countries.

The analysis of the problems connected to different aspects in sino-foreign joint ventures
is based on 35 articles in magazines and interviews. The process and methodology of
this analysis is more discussed in the methodology chapter. In the interviews and articles
there were altogether 203 problems identified. These problems can be categorized
according the stage when they emerged and according to the area they where connected
to.

In these analysis three stages of joint venture establishment were used: Firstly partner
finding, secondly establishment, and finally running the joint venture. The split of the 203
identified problems to these different stages was:

1) Partner finding

8%

2) Establishment

17%

3) Running the joint venture

75%

As one can see from these figures most of the problems were perceived to emerge
during the operations of the joint venture. However, many of the problems identified at
the third stage had their origins at the partner finding or establishment stages.
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Another categorization of the problems is according to problem areas. The following
table presents the amount of identified problems connected to specific problem area in
joint ventures. The total number of identified problems was 203.

Table 3: Problem Areas in Sino-Foreign Joint Ventures

Problem area

Number of identified problems

Management

31

Personnel

28

Negotiation

15

Production

13

Marketing and sales

11

Wages & bonuses

11

Contracts

10

Partner finding

10

Finance

9

Government and authorities

9

Public relations

8

Culture

8

Supply

6

Profits

6

Foreign exchange

5

Utility

5

Technology

4

Installation

3

Pricing

3

General

2

Taxation

2

Transportation

2

Welfare

2
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These figures give a very rough view on which areas the problems most often are
connected. In this paper not all these areas can be discussed in detail and in addition in
these figures there is lot of overlapping i.e. same problem is mentioned several times
with slightly different content. So, we shall analyze only the most commonly appearing
part of these problem areas more in detail.

When analyzing which problem areas appear at which stage it can be seen that they are
relatively clearly divided. Problems related to partner finding are dominant during the
first stage. In the establishment stage most dominant problem area was negotiations with
the Chinese. During the operations major problem areas are management of the venture;
supplies and production; sales, marketing and distribution; exports and foreign exchange;
personnel management and bureaucracy and government interference. Also some
solutions to these problems presented in the articles and interviews are briefly described.

4.3.1 Problems Related to Joint Venture Partner Search

China is a very regionalized country and so there is not a single source of information on
potential Chinese joint venture partners. In addition the coordination between different
regions is poor, (interview)

Monitoring a potential partner is also relatively difficult. In western country the financial
statements of companies are good source of information but in China the reliability of
these records may sometimes be questionable, (interview) In addition some companies
may be unwilling to show their statements to foreign companies.

Another problem may be the authority of the Chinese enterprise to enter into joint
venture negotiations and agreements. Not all Chinese companies have authority to deal
directly with foreign companies and sign contracts with them i.e. foreign trade rights. In
cases where the potential partner does not have these rights a government owned
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Foreign Trade Corporation has to be involved in the negotiations and agreements.
(Neunuebel 1993, 6-7)

4.3.2 Problems Connected to Negotiations With the Chinese

The establishment negotiations for joint ventures in the PRC have often been long, up to
2-4 years, and costly. The reason behind this may be the different time-orientation of
Chinese and need to approve decisions in a rather bureaucratic systems. (Kirkbridge et al
1991, 365-386) In addition the foreign partner's attitude may be legalistic which then
may slow down the negotiations, (interview)

Chinese negotiating teams which often consist partly of professional negotiators tend to
be large and frequently change, often with no particular individual appearing to be in
charge. In one case in different stages there were 39 different members, (interview)
However, Chinese speak through one person only, most of negotiators just follow and
take notes. (Fischer 1993, 9-12) To maintain the trust, foreign partner's negotiators
should not change completely during the long negotiation process. Same individuals can
act as senior negotiators and only the people assisting them are switched, (interview)

When negotiating with the Chinese it is important for the foreign party to know that it is
dealing with the right agency because China's bureaucracy is changing and complex.
Even when negotiating with appropriate partner one has to know that Chinese
negotiators often lack the authority to make decisions. Instead they have to consult their
superior. In addition titles of Chinese negotiators may not reflect their actual power in
the decision making process. Thus, one should find out backgrounds of the Chinese
negotiating team. (Yao 1988, 63-66)

Chinese negotiators make a distinction between the government and the Chinese partner
(which is a state unit) and may use this distinction when it suits their purposes and act as
government representatives when that suits their purposes. (Fischer 1993, 9-16)
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Chinese often refuse to negotiate or change anything that has been approved by some
government body at the preliminary letter of intent stage. However, they tend to come
back to issues that are already negotiated and settled. So, nothing is final until the
contract is executed and even then Chinese sometimes try to renegotiate the contract.
(Kirkbridge et al 1991, 356-386) This mainly stems from the Chinese perception that
relationship continues past the point obtaining an agreement and that formalized contract
is not the conclusion of the process, (interview)

Chinese negotiators often avoid stating clear positions and arguments. They remain at
the level of general principles and use unclear and ambiguous language. Chinese also
consider rude to embarrass a guest and so Chinese sometimes save face (their own or
guest's) at the expense of honesty. Chinese "yes" is a sign that the Chinese wants to
please but does not ensure that he really agrees or can deliver what he has promised.
(Yao 1988, 63-66) On the other hand Chinese are very skilful at picking out
inconsistencies and other deficiencies in opposing party's arguments and exploiting them
i.e. shaming the other party can occur. (Kirkbridge et al 1991, 356-386)

In China negotiation is the work of subordinates. If the western negotiator arrives
without subordinates of his own, he has instantly lowered his status. (Adler et al 1992,
453)

4.3.3 Problems Connected to the Management of Joint Ventures

Full control of the JV can not be achieved by majority owning in China due to e.g.
consensus decision-making traditions there. However, clear majority e.g. 80%, general
manager post, strong company name of the foreign partner and management contract are
ways to increase control in the JV. (Tretiak and Holzmann 1994, 11) Still the
management of a foreign-Chinese joint venture tends to be more complicated and slower
than management of a western company. This applies specially when the joint venture is
converted from an existing state unit.
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In many joint ventures the size of management is doubled due to the Chinese deputy
system i.e. for every manager from the foreign partner there has to be deputy Chinese
manager. In this system most of the decisions have to be made jointly by these two
managers and Chinese employees sometimes tend to follow directions of the Chinese
deputy manager, (interview)

Departments of a foreign-Chinese joint venture sometimes refuse to cooperate with each
other. This compartementalism is due to similar behaviour in Chinese corporations and
society - every entity protects its own priorities and is unwilling to give control to other
entities, (interview) In addition information is valuable and not for distribution but for
creating guanxi. In traditional Chinese companies departments within the same company
receive instructions directly from different governmental organisations i.e. from the state
planning system. (Björkman 1994, 4-6) So, coordination of departments is difficult and
small projects made inside one department can sometimes be duplicated and large
projects that need many departments may fail unless effective coordination is conducted
by the management, (interview)

In board meetings the Chinese decision making tends to be slow, Chinese directors
usually vote in blocks and unanimity is often needed. This originates from the fear of
making mistakes and willingness to protect guanxi partners. Board meetings tend to be
long but they can be boosted by informal meetings of foreign and Chinese top executives
before these meetings. (Tretiak and Holzmann 1994, 11-12)

Formal company blueprints and procedures often can not be utilized completely as such
in China. Formal procedures are often unsuitable for business in China and in addition
Chinese ignore them. For example formal weekly meetings may be useless due to
interruptions and poor attendance of Chinese managers. (Ireland 1991, 14-16)

One possibility for handling these management problems is to not implement western
ideas directly but to adjust western management styles to Chinese conditions and utilize
informal discussions, face-to-face with the Chinese top executive. Departmental
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meetings with only few employees (without their Chinese superiors) present are easier
for Chinese to express their ideas. (Björkman 1993, 13)

4.3.4 Problems Connected to Supplies and Production

The supply situation in China can be divided into two: state supplied facilities and
facilities supplied from other sources.

To obtain state supplied facilities like power, gas and water etc. the joint venture has to
be included into the central planning system. Still there are often electricity, water, and
fuel shortages. In addition some raw materials may be difficult to obtain. To minimize
this problem the JV can try to obtain a special status and so be the first to get supplies of
energy and raw materials, (interview)

For other supplies the joint venture can either use local suppliers or import from abroad.
Chinese Government presses for increasing use of Chinese suppliers and component
imports require significant amounts of foreign currency. (Newman 1992, 71) Thus,
domestic suppliers are usually needed. In addition local authorities, in order to protect
local industry, often prefer using local suppliers who may have shorter production runs
and higher prices. Some local suppliers in China have loose standards, erratic delivery
times and the quality is poor. This originates mainly from the central planning system
where quality was not honoured, only quantity was. (interview) However, the situation
has improved in recent years since there are already number of cooperative or private
suppliers with flexible production schedules and acceptable quality. In addition the
number of western suppliers in China i.e. sino-foreign joint ventures as suppliers is
increasing and so the supply situation is improving, (interview) However, JIT production
is still rarely feasible in the PRC.

Western partner often uses lot of outside purchased components available in the home
country and thus has to license (or reverse engineer in the case of non-proprietary
technology) the technology from the western supplier to be transferred to local suppliers
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in China. Technology transfer, materials management and accounting training improve
performance of local suppliers but supplier's employees may resist any changes in
production methods and employee behaviour that would be needed to improve supplier
reliability, (interview)

Major problem with production are standstills. If a machine is broken, Chinese
employees may prefer to wait long periods for cheaper local spare parts to save money,
even though the costs incurring from production standstill may be significant, (interview)
Another problem with production has been the quality, specially if the product should be
exported. China has been a "sellers market" and there has been lack of consumer
feedback, lack of motivation and lack of quality raw materials and components.
(Hendryx 1986, 63)

4.3.5 Problems Connected to Sales, Marketing and Distribution

4.3.5.1 Sales and Marketing

For JV:s relying on the Chinese market the marketing ability in the domestic market is
crucial. Careful partner selection and higher level of participation in the domestic
marketing are critical activities for the foreign partner. By participating in the domestic
marketing the foreign partner can also learn and improve its knowledge of the Chinese
market. This is wise in the long term when the Chinese partner learns the technology and
may become competitor rather than a partner, (interview)

There are still some export requirements for the joint ventures and for some products
domestic sales are still restricted, e.g. household product JVs and jewellery JVs are
hardly allowed to sell domestically. However, there are ways to avoid these restrictions.
Officially not allowed can be unofficially allowed, all these figures are negotiable and
100% domestic selling can be obtained with good guanxi-relations. (interview)
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Triangular debt issue is perhaps the biggest sales-related problem in China. In China
companies have traditionally granted long payment periods to their customers. When
liquidity is low a Chinese company may be unable to meet its liabilities until it gets
payment from its debtor. The debtor is unable to pay before it gets payment from its
debtor ... the chain may be very long, open ended or triangular. In this kind of situation it
may be dangerous to sell to companies that are deep in the triangular debt chain. If a
joint venture sells to the company which resells the products to other company, the
payment may never reach the joint venture because the bank takes the money
somewhere between, (interview)

Price control has been significantly reduced during the last few years. For primary
goods, basic necessities like rice, eggs, meat, milk there still exists price control. For
other products pricing is today basicly free, but the government may still control the
inflation rate by re-imposing price controls to some key products. Increasing competition
in the Chinese market has on the other hand had the effect of cutting margins and
curbing excessive price rises of private companies' products, (interview)

Counterfeiting is locally a big problem in China. If a joint venture invests a lot of money
in media marketing to build brands, a local manufacturer may start to produce similar
product with significantly lower prices, (interview)

4.3.5.2 Distribution

Industrial products are still sold mainly to state companies, through distributors or with
own sales force or representatives in different areas in China. To establish an own sales
network is time-consuming and expensive, but often necessary. If the product is of
strategic importance for Chinese, then authorities are often included, (interview)

Consumer products can be distributed through wholesalers and agents or sold directly to
retailers. However, sales offices in different parts of China are needed - China is too big
to be organized from one location. It would be also difficult to organize distribution for
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whole Europe solely from Rovaniemi. In addition Chinese market is so regionalized that
Chinese people from one region do not know the market in other regions, e.g. Beijing
market is totally different from Shanghai market, (interview)

Distribution is very expensive from the distance, road system does not yet meet western
standards and roads and even railways are occasionally not safe from robbery. Small,
valuable lightweight products are good target for theft. One way to improve security in
railways is to put two containers doors against each other in a railway car. (interview)

There is not enough rail capacity and the transportation requires significant amount of
time: The average speed for shipping products by rail from Guangdong to Shanghai is
2-3 km per hour. One has to wait for the products to be loaded, wait for other products
to be loaded, wait other trains passing, unloadings and loadings on the way, unloading it takes average 21 days. Then products are rail terminal and trucks are needed to move
them and at every step products can be stolen, (interview)

Transportation risks can be minimized by having own transportation (e.g. trucks) but it
is expensive. If the products are in very high demand customers may come with their
own trucks to pick up the products. For pharmaceuticals etc. air distribution is suitable.
However, some products can be also sold to wholesaler who distributes them to
customers, (interview)

4.3.6 Problems Connected to Exports and Foreign Exchange

Foreign exchange is needed for investments, raw materials, expatriates' wages and
possible repatriation of profits to abroad.

Today it is often said that the foreign exchange is no more a problem in the PRC. RMB
is not freely convertible, but it can be exchanged relatively well in SWAP centres,
especially in Shanghai, Special Economic Zones and other coastal areas. However, there
are still restrictions, in principle the joint venture should have foreign exchange balance
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and it is somewhat risky to count on uninterrupted converting possibilities in China. For
example 1993 there were problems because there were not enough foreign exchange in
SWAP centres. Exchange transactions have also to be approved by authorities. Today
the approval is easy to obtain, but the situation can always change with political and
economical turbulence, (interview)

Exports are a good way to get foreign exchange and promoted by the Chinese
government but often unsuitable for the purposes of the foreign partner. Foreign partner
often has enough capacity and aims at the Chinese domestic market. In addition the
quality of goods may not be suitable for exports, transportation from China to abroad is
expensive and time-consuming and products sometimes have to be sold at the prices
below market prices. However, the Chinese partner often wants to export from the
beginning of operations before the quality has been improved, (interview)

4.3.7 Problems Connected to Personnel Management

Of all problems connected to business operations in the People's Republic of China,
personnel problems are perhaps most common in joint ventures. This is mainly due to
different backgrounds and cultures of the partners. Main problem areas concerning
personnel are Chinese employees, Chinese managers and western expatriates. In addition
labour unions may sometime contribute to conflicts of interest. However, these problems
are diminishing as the Chinese economy develops and Chinese and foreign companies
gain more experience on common business.

4.3.7.1 Chinese Employees

Unskilled workers, overstaffing and lack of suitable incentives used to be the main
problems in the 80s. Today the quality of workers has improved but still some problems
remain, (interview) Still today the Chinese partner is often willing to provide the joint
venture with personnel. This may lead to problems if the Chinese partner is overstaffed
and wants to transfer the less capable extra personnel to the joint venture, (interview)
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Another problem with personnel from the Chinese partner is the circulation of personnel:
The Chinese partner may be willing to circulate personnel between joint venture and the
Chinese company in order to maximize technology transfer to itself, (interview)

Traditional Chinese employees are afraid of doing something wrong. In China use of
incentives for innovations and activity has been limited - punishments for doing
something wrong have been much more common. In one case joint venture employees
had been told to save costs and so they did not dare to order the supplies needed for
daily production. Only after expatriate manager had signed, i.e. taken the responsibility,
they believed they will not be blamed for the purchase. (Björkman 1993, 8)

The use of wage differentiation as an incentive may be limited in China due to group
orientation of the Chinese. (Yamaguchi 1991, 29) However, in some cases it has turned
out to be beneficial. Another possibility is training abroad since Chinese like travelling
and they receive abroad allowance that exceeds any bonus in China. However, Chinese
top officials may attempt to control selection of persons who will receive training
abroad. In this selection guanxi and political factors may have an effect. Some Chinese
employees have also failed to come back to China after their training period. (Björkman
1993, 14)

Dismissal is very serious and not normal in China due to great dependency of the
employees on the company. Dismissal of workers may be difficult if the Chinese partner
does not agree. Negligent or incompetent act or omission is not a sufficient reason for
dismissal. In joint ventures dismissal often means that the worker returns to the Chinese
partner from where he normally has come to the JV. (Zamet and Bovamick 1986, 17)

However, these problems are diminishing and new ones are emerging. Today, especially
in SEZs and big cities, the demand for qualified employees is exceeding the supply and
so it may be difficult to find qualified personnel. Experienced employees for marketing,
accounting and secretary positions are particularly scarce. Since the best employees are
often found in existing joint ventures, are the turnover rates for these employees high -
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retaining qualified personnel is increasingly becoming a major problem. (Crawford 1994,
5-11)

4.3.7.2 Chinese Managers

Chinese managers are exposed to different role expectations in JV:s compared to
domestic Chinese organizations. In addition Chinese and foreign parent may have
conflicting expectations on the Chinese employees. Thus, Chinese managers are likely to
experience a role conflict. A natural managerial behaviour in Chinese organizations is
seen as a problem by western managers. (Björkman 1993, 1-6)

Another problem may be that Chinese managers are sometimes assigned to the joint
venture due to their guanxi ties or by government bureaucrats and may lack features the
company would need. (Brunner et al 1992, 118) They may lack experience in
decision-making and may be reluctant to assume responsibility for fear of making
mistakes, which would cause them and also their superiors to loose face. In addition
Chinese often avoid decisions that will have negative consequences on their guanxi
partners. (Brunner et al 1992, 117)

There is also a lack of local initiative due to cultural reasons. Chinese avoid causing loss
of face or inconvenience to their co-workers, harmony is important. In addition memory
of the culture revolution causes people to be careful - "do only what you are told",
(interview) A good strategy to "sell" changes is to send influential Chinese officials to
inspect how the issue in question is handled in foreign companies. (Björkman 1993, 12)

Motivation to change behaviour is weak since economic security in China has
guaranteed that basic needs are fulfilled. Chinese managers and workers do not want to
take risks. Sometimes Chinese managers tend to shuffle smaller issues under the carpet
and do not tell about larger issues until the expatriate manager notices them himself. In
addition Chinese managers often do not try to solve problems, they refer to foreign
manager. (Björkman 1993, 4)
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Chinese older middle management is the most troublesome part of Chinese personnel.
Cultural revolution has "destroyed" that generation and these Chinese specially lack
self-confidence and willingness to take personal responsibility. (Zamet and Bovamick
1986, 15) New executives, specially young university graduates are more receptive.
Particularly in big cities like Shanghai and Beijing a highly qualified, well-educated and
English speaking work force is emerging, (interview)

Nepotism or favouritism can still today pose a problem in Sino-foreign joint ventures but
can be minimized by warning examples: Accepting a resign threat of a manager who tries
to force the JV to hire one of his relatives may curb nepotism. Also for every position
every applicant is to be considered regardless of his guanxi. (Barm 1992, 45-46) On the
other hand Guanxi i .e. relations of Chinese managers may be very influential and solution
presented by Barm (1992, 45-46) may lead to other problems. For example in one joint
venture the foreign partner (Jardine Matheson) tried to change the JV general manager
but it was impossible due to his guanxi. General manager used his connections to higher
officials who dismissed instead joint venture's chairman and directors. This conflict was
resolved only after a year with high party official's approach. (Selwyn 1990, 57)

Joint venture independence from the Chinese parent due to geographical distance,
different line of business, greenfield JV, western equity majority, agreement that western
partner carries operational responsibility and good financial performance enable Chinese
managers and employees reduce the fear that their actions will be criticized and punished
by the Chinese parent and facilitate development of Chinese managers. (Björkman 1993,
17-18)

Other ways to cope with problems connected to traditional Chinese managerial
behaviour could perhaps be detailed job descriptions, safety nets for big decisions by
Chinese managers and intensive on-the-job training, (interview) The development of
reporting practices from qualitative reports gradually to budgeting, promotion of
willingness to take responsibility and clear expectations of results may also be beneficial
practices. (Epner 1991, 28)
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4.3.7.3 Expatriates

Basic problems with expatriate managers are short assignments, lack of language
abilities, high costs and family related problems.

Chinese generally have a preference for long-term business relations. In addition
trust-building is time consuming and adaptation times of expatriates to Chinese
environment tend to be rather long. Longer, overlapping or repeat assignments are
appreciated by the Chinese. (Zamet and Bovarnick 1986, 19) However, foreign
executives today normally spend in Hong Kong or in China 2-5 years and search partner,
negotiate and establish a venture, bring equipment and renovate a factory or build a new
one. This process takes easily 2-4 years. Then this person goes back and new comes in,
without the trust, personal relationship or connections of the old expatriate, (interview)

If an expatriate managers is lacking even very basic Chinese language abitlities he may
become totally dependent on a translator for even very simple tasks like hiring a taxi or
making a local telephone call. (Tung 1986, 22)

Expatriate costs are high, e.g. a family apartment costs USD 6000/month in Shanghai
and total costs for an expatriate more than USD 150 000 per year per expatriate family
(1990). Still the quality of life in China, especially outside the major cities, is not at the
western level especially for expatriates' families, (interview)

4.3.7.4 Trade Unions

Trade union, youth league and local China Communist Party can be said to be important
factors for the joint venture success even though their roles are to some extent unofficial,
(interview)

Labour or trade union in China is somewhat different from its counterparts in Western
countries. It is more a management assistance tool and looks after the personal needs
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and welfare of the employees. In addition trade union representatives have right to
attend Board meetings, which increases the weight of the Chinese partner.

Trade-union may pose a problem if one Chinese key person, e.g. deputy general manager
is also the chairman of the trade union. Then role ambiguity and conflicts lead to reduced
work efficiency. (Wang 1992, 14)

The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has great influence on trade unions since most
senior trade unionists are party members themselves and follow party line and policy.
This is positive as long as the joint venture has good relations to the party i.e. it is
considered to be necessary and valuable to the Chinese economy. If that situation
changes problems may occur, (interview)

4.3.8 Problems Connected to Bureaucracy and Government Interference

As most of the Chinese companies are state-owned, also most of the local joint venture
partners are state owned and controlled companies. So, the Chinese company can not act
independently from the authorities and authorities may in some cases control the joint
venture behind-the-scenes despite JV autonomy in JV regulations, and interfere in
decision making. This is due to long traditions of bureaucratic control. This interference
in day-to-day operations has however diminished and can be coped with go-betweens
who are familiar with the guanxi-system. (interview)

Party policy in China influences decision-making there and rules and regulations are
sometimes changeable, ambiguous, lack detailed explanation and are dependent upon
interpretations by bureaucrats, (interview) Because of internal, unpublished regulations it
seems that Chinese officials sometimes create new rules or neglect old ones, they can
neglect the law or modify it, or use laws either to help or to hurt a joint venture,
depending on the perception of the government official involved. (Fischer 1993, 13-15)
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Self-preservation, institutional self-preservation and lack of bureaucratic coordination
have been more important in decision-making of Chinese bureaucracy than economic
factors. (Aiello 1991, 51) It is also difficult for higher provincial authorities to intercede
in local matters, until the problem is recognized at the national level. So, it is important
to deal with appropriate authorities and know how the bureaucratical system works.
(Fischer 1993, 10-15)

Taking bribes from foreign firms is most common in the most liberal Special Economic
Zones. In these zones the bureaucracy is smoother but more unpredictable than in areas
with tighter governmental control, (interview)
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5. THE ESTABLISHMENT AND APPROVAL PROCESS
OF AN EQUITY JOINT VENTURE IN THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA
In this chapter first joint venture strategies and scope statement in the People's Republic
of China are discussed. Then the establishment and approval process is described and
analyzed from the first contacts to the establishment of the joint venture. This discussion
is held at rather practical level as in this paper the joint venture contracting process is
handled in a specific country with specific regulations concerning joint venture
establishment. So, descriptions on regulations and best practices are presented and also
approvals of Chinese authorities included and discussed. At the end of this chapter the
whole process is presented in total and joint venture success in the PRC discussed.

5.1 Joint Venture Strategy Alternatives and Scope Statement

In his framework for joint venture analysis Datta (1988, 78-90) described three different
strategy alternatives for joint ventures. Konieczny and Petrick (1994, 60-75) proposed a
wider model in their joint venture scope statement. As discussed in the second chapter,
in this paper these strategy alternatives and scope statement are combined.

5.1.1 Acquisition Vs Greenfield

There are basicly two options to establish a joint venture in the PRC. First option is to
acquire an existing company either as a whole or partly from a Chinese entity. In this
option the foreign partner usually buys a share of an existing Chinese company and the
former owner, practically the state, remains as the other joint venture partner. The
second option is to establish the joint venture from scratch i.e. to establish a new entity
together with a Chinese company.
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Both of these options have advantages and disadvantages which are briefly analyzed in
the following. The basis for this analyzis are the general advantages of both acquisitions
and greenfield operations presented by Luostarinen and Welch (1990, 164-165).

5.1.1.1 Acquisition

Luostarinen and Welch (1990, 164-165) mention general advantages for acquisition to
be 1) rapidity 2) personnel 3) distribution channels 4) customers and 5) pay-back period.

Rapidity is the first general advantage for acquisition. This however requires that suitable
companies are available. In China the availability of potential companies for acquisition is
limited, since most of state companies are making losses and operate with old
technology. In addition if acquired a normal Chinese company requires a significant
modification to be at western standards, (interview)

Personnel is another general advantage for acquisition. In China, however, the Chinese
company may be overstaffed and so the joint venture operation may be forced to operate
with excessive amount of personnel. In addition the quality of workers is not the best in
existing state companies but rather in other joint ventures. Even though recruiting
qualified personnel may be difficult, the interviewees still considered it as better option.

Distribution channels are valuable also in the PRC. However, many Chinese companies
still operate on regional basis, (interview) Existing customers are important for joint
ventures, but as the product often is new to the Chinese market the value of existing
market share of the Chinese company depends on the situation.

When considering pay back period, it seems that in China the amendments to the
acquired company are often significant, and a joint venture established by acquisition less
flexible. So, according to most interviewees there should not be very significant
difference between pay-back period of acquisition and greenfield.
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5.1.1.2 Greenfield

Luostarinen and Welch (1990, 165-166) mention five general advantages for greenfield
establishments. These are connected to product, product technology, production process
technology, incentives and location.

If a company has complicated products existing Chinese companies may be unable to
handle these without existing training and modifications and greenfield investment may
be advantageous. If the production process technology is strength of a western
company, greenfield investment may be preferred because the technology level in
existing Chinese companies is rather low. (interview)

Incentives for investments in China often are connected to special regions like Special
Economic Zones and different technology zones. In these areas suitable existing
companies may not be always available, (interview)

To conclude, according to most of the interviewees most of the earlier joint ventures
were established by acquisitions. Acquisition may still be a be a suitable option if a good
company is found. However, today most of the interviewees would prefer a greenfield
investment. The main reasons for this were greater distance to the Chinese partner and
government, freedom to select personnel, better possibilities to create own corporate
culture and modem management for the joint venture as well as greater flexibility.

5.1.2 Ownership and Control Alternatives

Ownership is perhaps the most common vehicle for controlling ventures. In joint
ventures there is always at least two owners and thus 100% ownership is not possible for
joint ventures. So, in addition to ownership options, also issues concerning control of the
joint venture are discussed. In this chapter, as elsewhere in this paper, the viewpoint is
mainly the foreign partner's.
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5.1.2.1 Ownership

As mentioned in the second chapter the joint venture can be minority, 50-50 or majority
joint venture. It can be independent or dominated by the partners or just by one de facto
dominant partner. Joint venture can contain a full business or perform just some
activities for the parents.

In China today most of the western companies today prefer majority holding in the joint
venture, (interview) With a majority holding the decision-making is more rapid and a
Chinese partner can contribute the valuable connections even as a minority partner. Even
e.g. 10% ownership may be sufficient to the local partner if it perceives the joint venture
to be mutually beneficial, (interview)

However, the ownership structure of a jv affects profits and losses from a jv, but has
also an effect as an incentive. (Shan 1991, 21) If the host country partner i.e. the Chinese
partner is the major stockholder of the jv, his interests are more alike the foreign
partner's and the jv:s itself - the "milking a jv" policy is less likely to emerge. (Shan 1991,
5) Thus the larger share makes the local partner more interested in jv:s performance and
encourages responsibility, adaptability and hard work. (Lawrence and Vlachoutsicos
1993, 46) If the Chinese partner has minority holding and does not perceive the joint
venture to be beneficial enough, it can buy licenses from or establish new joint ventures
with competitors of the foreign partner, (interview) In addition a minority share for key
supplier may be a good incentive, but then again it increases the complexity of the jv.
(Shan 1991, 8-9)

Optimal share of the foreign company depends on environmental risks, investment
amount, and risk-bearing capabilities of the foreign company. (Shan 1991, 21)

The ownership structure can have an effect on the success of the joint venture but it does
not always tell the truth about real power balance in the joint venture. In addition Hamel
et al (1989, 139) points out that the ownership structure is too much valued, more
important is how well the company can learn from its partner.
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5.1.2.2 Control of the Venture

Lack of control is often perceived to be a severe problem with joint ventures. Companies
want often a dominant control of joint ventures because by dominant control the
company can minimize joint venture coordination, conflict and disclosure risks and so
cut the transaction costs and stabilize the jv. (Geringer and Hebert 1988, 244)

Even majority holding may not give control to the joint venture. Chinese companies
often require that some of the decisions in the board should be made unanimously. So,
there is a tendency from the Chinese side to design the joint venture so that there is
minority protection, (interview) Thus, control can be obtained also with a minority
holding and on the other hand additional control tools to majority holding are needed.

Geringer and Herbert (1988, 241) divide the control into three dimensions: Focus (what
aspects are controlled), the degree (how strictly), and the mechanisms.

According to Geringer and Hebert (1988, 240) the focus of the control should be
selective, control should be used in critical issues and partners should not to try to
control every aspect in the jv. However, in China if the aim is to establish western
management and operating practices, it may be necessary to control relatively wide
spectre of issues.

The degree of the control should be limited because excessive control often increases
costs and affects the cooperation between the partners and thus the long-term
performance of the joint venture. The joint venture is likely to fail when one party is too
strong or has too much control de facto in the venture, the other party has not enough to
bring in and rapidly looses its attractiveness as a partner - it becomes a drag that cannot
contribute enough. (Bleeke and Ernst 1991, 127-129) Mutuality is especially important
for the Chinese and if the control is excessive, it may have a negative effect on the
cooperation.
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Schann (1983 in Geringer and Hebert 1988, 238) pointed out that there are positive
control mechanisms like informal meetings, staffing, participation in planning and
reporting. Negative control mechanisms are formal agreements, parent approvals, and a
active board of directors consisting of parents' representatives. In the joint venture
contract can be stipulated that the foreign partner has management control even with
minority holding. This may be accepted by the Chinese partner if the joint venture is
beneficial for both partners, (interview)

Another way of creating control is the use of complementary agreements like
management contracts, licensing agreements, technical know-how agreements or
unilateral trade agreements. These agreements enable even the minority shareholder to
control the jv. (Luostarinen and Welch 1990, 163)

The problem with joint venture control is that even if there are methods for that, the
managers are not familiar with them. (Geringer and Hebert 1988, 250) Ohmae, on the
other hand, has stated that the formal control by different mechanisms should not be
prioritized vehicle for jv success. Better performance is reached if the top management
of the partners is involved and committed to the full cooperation, hard work and
effective communication between the partners. (Ohmae 1991, 70-71)

5.1.3 Joint Venture Scope Statement

As mentioned in the second chapter the joint venture scope statement in this paper is
seen as the selected path from the strategy alternatives analyzed. This statement acts as
the basis for the following project contract process.

In this statement are normally stated: goals and objectives, technical performance plans,
schedules, costs, quality requirements, feasibility of the project, risk levels, stakeholders
and the potential joint venture team composition. (Konieczny and Petrick 1994, 68)
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However, as this statement is basicly a selection out of the possible alternatives, it can be
argued that there is no general formula for a effective joint venture scope statement. This
statement is actually tailor-made by every company which plans to establish a joint
venture. It can be called scope statement, or kind of a feasibility study which turns the
corporate vision into more practical ideas and combines the ideas and resources for a
single statement. Most important is that when proceeding from the scope statement to
the contracting process, the company has a clear vision of its objectives i.e. it knows
why it is establishing a joint venture and what it plans to gain from that operation.

This scope statement connects the first stage in the joint venture establishment process
i.e. framework for analysis to the second stage i.e. project contract process.

5.2 Pre-Award Phase

Pre-award phase is the first of the three phases in the joint venture project contracting
process. As mentioned in the second chapter in this phase potential partners are
identified, potential markets assessed, and location preliminary selected. These activities
are actually performed twice at this stage: In the requirement cycle the project
organisation for the joint venture establishment makes a plan and presents it to the
company's contracting organisation. Then, in the requisition cycle the contracting
organisation assesses this plan and creates a strategy for negotiations, contracts and
prepares offer to potential joint venture partners.

Here the two cycles are analyzed together as the issues performed in the two cycles are
somewhat similar, only the performer is different.
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Figure 11 : Pre-award Phase

Market Research
(including possible test marketing)

Location Selection

Partner Search

5.2.1 Market Research

Today market research is easier than ten years ago when even a simple statistical
yearbook was top secret. Information and statistics are today available in China,
although they do not always contain correct information. This is mainly due to fact that
municipalities and provinces may modify the statistics to fulfil better their own interests.
So it is always wise to get the information from multiple sources and try to find the
trend, exact figures may sometimes be less accurate. (Campbell 1989, 9-15)

There are also other sources than official publications and authorities. For example Hong
Kong Trade Development Council (HKTDC) publishes market surveys on Chinese
markets, and many consultant companies gather information on China. Market research
companies are however needed as the market is changing from seller's to buyer's market
and the competition is becoming fiercer. Market research companies like Survey
Research Group China and Frank Small & Associates offer today their services in the
PRC. (Banking on data 1993, 15-17)
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There are also Chinese consultant- and market research companies offering their
services. It may be easier for local companies to conduct a market research, but pricing
policies of these companies have been still quite experimental. In some cases the first
offer for conducting a market research has been far too expensive (e.g. USD 20 000)
and the price dropped in the first negotiations drastically (e.g. to USD 5 000).
(interview)

Despite market research companies the market research is still not easy. Lot of
information is not spoken out, one has to ask specifically something to get information,
and specially industrial research is still difficult. Personal connections help a lot also in
this issue. (Banking on data 1993, 15-17)

For a specific product it may be advisable to start with test marketing early enough,
before any significant investments in the possible joint venture. One can e.g. export
directly the product to China or make sales through Japanese trading companies which
have big sales organisations in the PRC. (interview) In addition one can organise
symposiums, participate trade fairs etc. dependent on the nature of the product. It is also
important to find out whether the production is allowed or encouraged in China and
whether sourcing, importing components and exporting products is possible and what
are the possible distribution channels for the products, (interview)

5.2.2 Location Selection in China

As described earlier, as an investment area the PRC is more like a continent than a
country. It is bigger than Europe and consists of significant number of areas that are very
separate.

An active location selection in the PRC is not very common because the joint venture is
normally established near the most suitable Chinese partner. (Konrad 1989, 70) Different
industries are also concentrated in different areas and so the industry of the joint venture
has to be taken into account, (interview)
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However, there are some general aspects that could be considered when evaluating
possible locations since the investment conditions vary geographically. These aspects are
connected to local regulations, infrastructure, future expansion plans, incentives, labour,
markets and raw materials. Generally saying, when selecting location of the joint venture
one has to take into account more relaxed regulations and incentives in SEZs and other
special areas and compare these advantages with better infrastructure and markets in
major industrial cities. (Konrad 1989, 70) New development zones are often most
helpful to foreign investors, in Beijing the bureaucracy is at its worst, (interview)

Possible aspects in location selection are here briefly presented:

1. Regulations and their implementation
Joint venture is subject to local regulations of its legal domicile and to general laws of
PRC. (Vepsäläinen 1989, 45) However, regulations are unevenly enforced across the
country. For example one company with three joint ventures with similar contracts found
differences: Shanghai and Tianjin officials monitored import of supplies and custom
duties closely, but in Guangdong no such control was practised. (Starting up in China,
10)

Preferential treatment for foreign investors and more flexible economic laws can
generally be enjoyed in the Special Economic Zones, open coastal cities and other
development zones. The bureaucracy in special zones is usually smoother but more
unpredictable than in areas with tighter governmental control. (Shan 1991, 573) Taking
bribes from foreign firms is most common in the most liberal Special Economic Zones.
(Shan 1991, 573) Western businesses do not usually pay bribes and cut comers like
some Hong Kong, Taiwanese and Korean competitors do. (interview) According to
senior US official in China "99% of the US companies follow rules". (McGum 1994, 39)

The central government can stipulate to e.g. Shanghai what part of its tax revenue the
municipality is to give to central government. In Guangdong the central government has
to negotiate the amount with local government. Thus, Guangdong and SEZs have some
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independence in economic issues. If the central government makes economic decisions
like cutting back credit those areas may not follow, (interview) Beijing is much more
strictly controlled by the central authorities and there it is much more difficult to bend
the rules, (interview)

2. Infrastructure
In coastal cities like Shanghai the infrastructure is somewhat better than in southern and
western provinces. (Konrad 1989, 70) Relatively good infrastructures have cities of
Tianjin and Dalian and the best infrastructure is in Beijing. (A principal player, 15) In
three of the SEZs (Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Xiamen) the infrastructure of nearby Hong Kong
(Shenzhen), Macao (Zhuhai) and Taiwan (Xiamen) can facilitate operations.

For most investments one has to make the decision to establish near the raw material or
near the market. So, e.g. wood processing operations are often based in north-east China
or in Guangxi Zhuang autonomous region and consumer goods production operations
near major markets in Beijing, Shanghai or Guandong. (interview)

3. Future expansion plans.
Chinese partners have often only local knowledge, a JV in Guangdong even with a good
partner helps only little expansion to e.g. Shanghai because the partner probably knows
nothing about Shanghai, has not enough connections there and very unlikely has any land
in Shanghai, (interview) When choosing the first investment location and partner it is
very important to consider the future, where the company is going to expand next. One
possibility is to have different partners in e.g. Guangdong, Shanghai and Beijing,
(interview)

4. Incentives and taxation
Geographical differences in taxation are diminishing and tax incentives will be cut
significantly after few years. However, many localities continue to give tax benefits to
investors, against Beijing's instructions. (Goldstein and Huus 1994, 62) On the other
hand it should be ensured that incentives promised by local authorities are not taken
away by the central government. (Zee and Ho 1993, 107) Today the best incentives are
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granted in the new development areas in hinterland. In addition a joint venture in a
smaller city may obtain better conditions due to its relatively greater importance
compared to similar joint venture in a big city, (interview)

In the SEZs co-operative and wholly foreign owned ventures now have basically same
taxation as equity joint ventures. Equity joint ventures obtained before more advantages
and thus became the most favoured investment mode in the PRC. (Zee and Ho 1993, 95)

The basic income tax rate for foreign funded enterprises, including joint ventures in the
PRC is 30% plus a local surtax of 3%. First two profit-making years are with exempted
tax and next three with 50% reduced tax. In SEZs the tax is 15% and the local surtax
may be reduced. In Economic and Technological Development Zones the tax rate for
manufacturing joint ventures is the same as in SEZs. In 14 Open Coastal Cities and Open
Coastal Economic Zones the tax rate is 24% plus the local 3%. If the joint venture is
technology or knowledge intensive it can enjoy a rate of 15% plus local 3%. (Zee and
Ho 1993, 95-99) Joint venture that has been approved as technologically advanced or
export-oriented, will enjoy 50% reduced tax rate, however only after the initial 5-year
tax holiday. (Zee and Ho 1993, 98)

S.Labour skills, costs and availability.
Particularly in big cities like Shanghai and Beijing a highly qualified, well-educated and
English-speaking workforce is emerging. (Crawford 1994, 5) In university cities and in
regions with Chinese or foreign high-tech industry (space technology etc.) the labour is
usually better qualified than elsewhere. Areas that suffered most in Cultural Revolution
have often poorest education and work order. (Shenkar 1990, 88)

Salaries are at the highest in Guanzhou and lowest in the inner China. Minimum monthly
wage in Shanghai is RMB 210, in Shenzhen RMB 280, and in Zhuhai RMB 326.
Average monthly wages are higher, RMB 500-800 e.g. in Shanghai is normal for a
worker (Shanghai Pudong... 1994) and RMB 1500-2000 for a local foreman, (interview)
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Unskilled blue-collar workers are relatively easily available also in the long term: There
is a surplus of 130-300 mio rural workers in the PRC. (China Economic Review 1994,
6) However, recruiting of skilled and highly qualified personnel may be difficult,
specially in areas outside main cities. Retaining high quality personnel is a problem
particularly in Shanghai and in the SEZs. (Clifford 1994, 50)

6. Markets and purchasing power.
In coastal and other cities like Beijing or Shanghai the main market of the PRC is closer
than in southern provinces. (Konrad 1989, 70). Average annual household income is at
highest in SEZs, Guanzhou, Beijing and Shanghai and lowest in inner China (China's
consumer market 1994, appendix 2) From north of Shanghai to Hainan along the coast
there are 230 mio people with average income USD 750 per year which is almost double
to the other parts of the country.

7. Other issues
Beijing is the fifth most expensive real estate market in the world (China economic
review May 1994, 4) and Shanghai, Guanzhou and Shenzhen are not far behind. Office
rates in these cities are USD 40-60 /square meter/month. Living conditions for
expatriates are better in Shanghai, Beijing or Guanzhou than in smaller cities or in inner
China. Thus, it is easier to attract competent expatriates to these cities, (interview)

5.2.3 Partner Search

Partner selection is the most important factor for success or failure of the joint venture.
The time from finding a partner varies normally from weeks to one year. The best case is
when the partners know each other due to previous joint operations like licensing,
contract manufacturing etc. (interview)

In some cases even two Chinese partners, one with connections to local authorities and
another with Beijing ministry connections can be beneficial, but can complicate the
decision-making in the joint venture, (interview) Still, it has to be made sure that the
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partner really has those connections and authority to negotiate or make contracts with
foreign companies. In addition understanding partner's objectives, potential conflicts and
their possible resolution is necessary. (Shenkar 1990, 88)

When searching partner it is essential to try to find out key decision makers in the
potential partner organisation and to establish the necessary personal relationships.
(Zhang 1992, 105) Concerning relations it may be risky to rely solely on the relations of
the partner. Changes are always possible and people may quickly loose their
guanxi-relations. Also partner like OTIC which has significant relations is partner in too
many joint ventures to be able to concentrate on those all. (Finding a Chinese business
partner 1994, 12)

There are several possible contact sources for partner finding: The following list is based
on written material (How to select Chinese partners 1993, 29; Neunuebel 1993, 2, 5;
Campbell 1989, 51-54) and interviews.

1.

Previous contacts in China through existing business like representative office,
exports, licensing etc.

2.

Industry-specific ministries in the PRC.

3.

CITIC (China International Trust and Investment Corporation) and other trust and
investment companies in the provinces of the PRC.

4.

CCPIT (China Council for the Promotion of International Trade)

5.

Business associations and authorities like Finnish Foreign Trade Association,
Finland- China trade association, Ministiy of Trade and Industry, official delegations
to China.

6.

Hong Kong trading companies or middlemen with personal contacts with provincial
governors or senior leaders in the PRC.
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7.

Banks, Finnish or foreign

8.

Law and consultant companies: e.g. Fintrade-Philippin, Netpoint or other
international or Hong Kong law & consultant companies.

9.

Commercial offices of foreign embassies or consulates in PRC or Hong Kong.

10. Commercial offices of Chinese embassies and consulates abroad.

11. Representatives of Chinese foreign trade commissions, provinces, municipalities in
Hong Kong.

12. Approach by the Chinese if the company is well-known.

13. Guangzhou Commodities Fair and other trade fairs in China and other countries.

14. Authorities in special zones like Pudong can conduct a partner search for the foreign
partner.

5.3 Award Phase and Solicitation Cycle

After completing the pre-award phase the project team is ready to contact the potential
partners, do the final partner selection and start negotiations on joint venture agreements
and contracts i.e. to proceed to award phase. In this phase many official documents are
prepared as outcomes of the negotiations. In this section the documents are discussed
and described. The negotiations are not described here in detail, the problems associated
with negotiations are analyzed in chapter 4.3.2.
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Figure 12: Award Phase
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Even though the main effort for partner search is done during pre-award phase the final
partner selection is done in the award phase. So, when contacting the potential partners
it may be wise to talk with several prospective partners simultaneously and at the same
time to employ someone who is familiar with the region, knows the players and
understands local politics and can so make background checks on local companies.
(Tong 1994, 8)

When the partner is finally selected the first document in the contracting process is
normally the letter of intent which is also called memorandum of understanding.
"Binding the foreign party but not the Chinese" is one description of the letter of intent.
(Neunuebel 1993, 8)
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5.3.1 Letter of Intent

Letter of intent is not legally binding but since the approval for Chinese party to proceed
is based on the letter of intent, it may be later difficult to deviate from that document.
This document is jointly prepared by the joint venture partners and according to
Neunuebel (1993, 8-9) it should be flexible but specific, and attention to hidden points
between the lines should be given. However, some sources determine it as "little more
than a thank-you note". (Sender 1994, 75)

In the letter of intent normally each party's general objectives are outlined as clearly as
possible. (Tong 1994, 8) According to Neunuebel (1993, 8-9) letter of intent normally
includes:

1.

Business scope of the joint venture

2.

Corporate control structure

3.

Foreign exchange and exports

4.

Production scale

5.

Source of technology

6.

Sources of materials and utilities

7.

Markets

8.

The basic joint venture contract terms

In addition possible intentions to apply incentives or benefits are often included:

9.

Tax holidays and concessions

10. Customs reductions on imports
11. Favoured pricing for raw materials
12. Technologically-advanced status
13. Export-oriented status
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In addition, if land is an essential part of the capital contribution, the letter of intent
should require Chinese partner to send land documents to the foreign partner so that the
proper ownership of the land can be verified. (Ho and Chan 1993, 67)

5.3.2 Project Proposal and Preliminary Feasibility Study

Based on the letter of intent jointly prepared by the joint venture partners, the Chinese
party, in order to obtain approval to proceed in the joint venture establishment process,
submits project proposal and preliminary feasibility study to authorities i.e. to its
department in charge. (Randt 1993, 38) However, in order to secure its own interests it
may be beneficial for the foreign party to participate in the preparation of these
documents, (interview)

According to Shanghai Overseas Investment Manual (1993, 805-806) and Randt 1993,
38) the project proposal of the joint venture should include:

1.

General description of Chinese and foreign partner including names of the partners,
lines of business, legal addresses; names, positions and nationalities of legal
representatives as well as superior administration of the Chinese partner and
registered country of the foreign partner.

2.

Projected registered capital, total investment and working capital.

3.

Purpose of the joint venture.

4.

Ownership proportions and capital contributions of partners, sourcing of funds.

5.

Production technology, technical and economic specifications.

6.

Special resource requirements and consumption of the public utilities.

7.

Foreign exchange source and amounts of domestic and international sales.

8.

Scale and scope of production.

9.

Sources and quantities of key raw materials and accessories.

10. Estimated number, structure and source of employees.
11. Estimated profits and foreign exchange balance.
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With the project proposal the Chinese party hands in the preliminary feasibility study
which is normally prepared together by the parties, or by a consulting agency. It is a
rough feasibility study which according to Vepsäläinen (1989, 49-50) includes data
covering prospects and problem areas in the joint venture:

1.

Required technical level

2.

Sources of funds

3.

Methods of foreign exchange balancing

Project proposal and preliminary feasibility study are not legally binding but may become
in practice legally binding if the Chinese partner or authority refuses to change some
issues in later stages. Specially registered capital presented in preliminary papers may
become legally binding after approval. (Chu 1986 in Vepsäläinen 1989, 49) These
documents may be in fact a summary of discussions between participants and reports on
visits to the other party's factories (Moser 1985 in Vepsäläinen 1989, 49)

Parties may prepare their own proposals for preliminary feasibility study and project
proposal, exchange them and discuss them in meetings and so prepare joint documents.
(Vepsäläinen 1989, 49) Consulting agency may be used to formulate required
documentation. Professional aid already at the initial stage may facilitate cooperation and
document formation (Lee and Ness 1986 in Vepsäläinen 1989, 49)

5.3.3 Approval of the Project Proposal and Preliminary Feasibility Study

After receiving the documents the bureau in charge studies the project proposal and
preliminary feasibility study in relation to the plans, endorses by applying its seal and
includes its opinions concerning these documents. Then the bureau sends copies of the
project proposal, the preliminary feasibility study and the letter of intent to the local
counterpart of MOFTEC. (e.g. local Municipal Investment Promotion Centre) and to the
local, municipal or provincial planning commission. (Randt 1993, 38)
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If the project can be approved at the local level, the certificate of preliminary approval is
issued by the local counterpart of MOFTEC. In e.g. Pudong the approval time is 20
days, in other areas normally longer. The preliminary approval does not guarantee final
approval. (Vepsäläinen 1989, 50; Shanghai Pudong New Area... 1993, 38)

If the project in question is very large, Chinese participant's source of capital is not
ascertained or if allocation of scarce resources is needed, the project must be approved
by central authorities. In that case the local planning commission sends copies with
comments to state planning commission and to MOFTEC in Beijing. The certificate of
preliminary approval is issued by MOFTEC. Also in this case the preliminary approval
does not guarantee final approval. (Randt 1993, 38-40)

In both cases there is a possibility that the project is not approved or revision is required.
High localization facilitates approval and 40-60% local content is the minimum
approved, (de Brujin and Jia 1993, 344) According to Sender (1994, 75) the permissible
rate of return is estimated to have recently been dropped from 15% to 12% at least in
power industry. If the rate of return is "too high" the project may not obtain approval
(Sender 1994, 75)

Approved project proposal is valid for one year from approval, and a prolongation of
max. six months to this period may be applied. (Shanghai investment guide 1993, 74)

5.3.4 Feasibility Study

After receiving an approval from authorities the Chinese party is entitled to proceed to
more in-detail negotiations with the foreign partner. The negotiations for feasibility study
report are often the most time-consuming part of the joint venture establishment process.
(Randt 1993, 40; interviews) The feasibility study is basicly a study where all the inputs
and outputs of the joint venture are taken into account.
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The feasibility study report is normally prepared jointly by the partners. However, it may
be beneficial that this study is conducted with help of professionals e.g. of international
or Hong Kong consulting companies, (interview) Local Chinese people can be used to
do the field study and negotiate with local authorities. Cultural and language barriers do
not encourage conducting the study alone, (interview)

Feasibility study is an essential document in the process as Chinese authorities
(MOFTEC) use the feasibility study as the basis for the project approval. Figures and
amounts are not easily changed afterwards and therefore the study may become in
practice legally binding. (Randt 1993, 40) According to Tong (1994, 8) hidden costs
caused by taxes and bureaucratic delays should be taken into account when estimating
costs and schedules. In addition when preparing the study one should be aware that laws
in the PRC are provisional in a sense that they are interpreted variably and are constantly
changing. (Tong 1994, 8)

Distribution of the cost of the study is subject to negotiations and so costs can be shared
jointly and included into production costs, they can be shared by a negotiated ratio, or by
country - costs in China paid by Chinese, abroad by the foreign partner, (interview)
Costs can be also noted as a part of capital contribution, but then the shares of the
partners may change. (Vepsäläinen 1989, 51)

Contents of the feasibility study report may vary in different locations and with different
project sizes. Authorities require sometimes less, sometimes more details. However,
normally following aspects are included in the feasibility study report: These aspects are
based on Investment Guide in Zhuhai 1994, 33-34; Vepsäläinen 1989, 50; Randt 1993,
40; Shanghai overseas investment manual 1993, 806-808, Campbell 1989, 169-170,
Questions and Answers...Lianoning 1994, 37 and interviews.

1.

Basic information of the joint venture: name, address, business scope and scale

2.

Basic information of the joint venture partners: name, address, nationality, corporate
persons identity documents
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3.

Persons who are responsible for preparing and issuing the feasibility study report

4.

Basic objectives of the joint venture

5.

Structure and form of the joint venture

6.

Amount of total investment capital, registered capital, investment proportions of
partners and financing arrangements

7.

Operation period of the JV

8.

The preliminary approval of the JV

9.

Provision for the JV site and details of buildings. Construction time and cost figures.
Materials needed in construction like steel, cement, timber, petroleum, etc. that are
covered by plan, to ensure allocation of materials from municipal and provincial
supply departments.

10. Selection of a contractor

11. Input requirements for materials and sources of supply.

12. Prices of raw materials produced in the PRC and their payment i.e. payment in RMB
or in foreign exchange.

13. Infrastructure requirements like road, water, power, steam, sewerage,
telecommunications etc. covered by plan, since these may be difficult to obtain
unless requested in the feasibility study.

14. Products, their technical description and uses.
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15. Prices and costs of products.

16. Production technology and equipment including costs and technology transfer fees.

17. JV production plans with output of products, by-products and waste. Annual output
projections, technical standards of output, transport and warehousing plans, testing
and quality control plans.

18. Market analysis for the products domestically and internationally. Current imports
and projected sales of the joint venture products in the PRC and abroad. Plan for
exports, methods of distribution, analysis of the domestic industry and of local as
well as foreign competition.

19. Environment protection, work safety and hygienic facilities arrangements.

20. Labour and manpower requirement calculations and costs, income standard and
source, training programmes for personnel.

21. Foreign exchange projections with sources and expenditures. If SWAP centre is
projected to be the only source of foreign exchange, the project is not likely to be
approved.

22. Financial projections and economic benefit analysis of the JV i.e. profit projections.

23. Intentions to apply for a "technologically advanced" or a "export-oriented" status,
for tax concessions and holidays, for customs reductions on imports, or for favoured
pricing for raw materials.

24. If debt financing is included in the joint venture project, then calculations of the
interest rate should be included. In addition calculations of operational profits in
relation to amortizations and interest should be included i.e. whether net profits are
available after payment of principal and interest.
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Appendix documents to the feasibility study report are: (Investment Guide in Zhuhai
1994, 35; Shanghai overseas investment manual 1993, 807-808)

1.

The business registration certificate i.e. business licence of each party.

2.

Certificates of legal representative of both partners.

3.

Annual financial reports including balance sheets and profit and loss statements of
each partner.

4.

Domestic and international market survey and ratio of export.

5.

Opinions of a relevant superior administration on main supply of raw materials,
subcontracting of components, localization of sourcing components, as well as
power and transportation.

6.

Opinions of a relevant superior administration on the classified lists of domestic and
imported equipment.

7.

Opinions of a relevant superior administration on the import substitution of
products.

8.

Opinions of a relevant superior administration on the raising of capital funds.

9.

Opinions of a relevant superior administration on the location of manufacturing site.

10. Opinions of a relevant superior administration on the environment protection,fire
protection, security oflabour, health care and earthquake.

11. Opinions of a relevant superior administration on the balance of foreign exchange.
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12. Opinions of a relevant superior administration on the preview or evaluation of the
project.

5.3.5 Preliminary Approval of the Feasibility Study

After receiving the feasibility study report the local counterpart of MOFTEC studies the
report and sends it with comments to the local or in case of a very large project to the
central planning commission. (Randt 1993, 41)

The planning commission sends the report to all Chinese organisations connected to the
JV i.e. to banks, labour union, energy suppliers etc. These organisations examine the
report and its impacts and requirements to their area of operation. (Randt 1993, 41)
During this process authorities also e.g. study financing resources for the Chinese
partner and create standards from technical data provided in the report, against which
products are later compared. (Riley 1993, 162)

The planning commission receives comments from organisations and the preliminary
approval of the feasibility study is obtained from the local counterpart of MOFTEC.
There is always possibility that the local MOFTEC counterpart does not approve the
project and so revisions and renegotiations or termination of the project are also possible
options, (interview) The final approval of the feasibility study report is obtained in
conjunction with the approval of joint venture contract and articles of association.
(Randt 1993, 41)

There are not official published standards on the approval criteria but according to de
Brujin and Jia (1993, 344) high localization i.e. share of domestic value added of total
value added facilitates approval and minimum of 40-60 % is required. In addition
approval is obtained easier with min 50% exports. The control of actual exports varies,
in some cases there has been no checks for actual export quantities, (interview)
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5.4 Post-Award Phase

When the negotiations are completed the two companies in the award cycle transfer the
outcome of negotiations, feasibility study and other documents to joint venture contract
and articles of association which are the most important documents in joint venture
establishment in the PRC.

After award cycle, in the contractual cycle which takes place during the start of
operations the project team monitors the deliveries of contributions to the joint venture
and makes necessary amendments to the agreements.

Figure 13: Post-award Phase

Joint Venture Contract

Ancillary Contracts

Articles of Association

Authorities' Examination and Approval of the Documents

Joint Venture Registration and Business Lisence

Financial Contributions

Possible Renegotiations

Start of Operations
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5.4.1 Award Cycle

During the award cycle the major agreements to be written are joint venture contract,
articles of association and number of ancillary contracts. In addition several approvals
from different authorities in the PRC are needed before the joint venture can start its
operations.

5.4.1.1 Joint Venture Agreement

Joint venture agreement is sometimes written prior to the joint venture contract.
However, it is not obligatory and is usually by-passed, (interview) If it is formulated, it is
subject to approval like the joint venture contract. After approval it becomes legally
binding document, and its provisions govern operations unless they do conflict with the
JV contract. (Vepsäläinen 1989, 51-52) On the other hand Moser (1986, 38) states the
joint venture agreement is not legally binding under the Chinese law.

5.4.1.2 Joint Venture Contract

The final JV contract is a comprehensive and detailed document which contains clear
plan for action and lists what each partner is to contribute. The paper is often prepared
both in English and in Chinese. When writing the contract, troublesome and
embarrassing issues may be advisable to be dealt right away, otherwise they could
interrupt operations later, (interview) Chinese on the other hand often prefer to leave the
contract unspecified to leave the door open for later negotiation, (interview) According
to interviewees approval authorities should be consulted and involved in relevant points.
That minimizes delays in obtaining approval and risk of renegotiations.

Chinese often insist using MOFTEC standard joint venture contract but there is no legal
obligation to use it. Tailor (westem)-made contract with roughly following MOFTEC
contract may be better (Gescher 1993, 20). However, it is advisable to follow roughly
the article order of the model contract by MOFTEC since it leads often to quicker
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handling and fewer questions by authorities. (Campbell 1989, 59) A specific contract
including also issues that are taken for granted in western countries may save from
renegotiations later. (Fischer 1993) In addition it is wise to include the preamble to the
MOFTEC model-contract (principle of equality and mutual benefit) to the contract.
(Gescher 1993, 20)

In the following the main aspects of the joint venture contract are presented. In addition
some comments from articles and interviews concerning the aspects are mentioned. Joint
venture regulations article 14 (Shanghai overseas investment manual 1993, 10-11)
stipulates the contents of the joint venture contract:

1.

The names, the countries of registration, and the legal addresses of the parties to the
JV, and the names, professions, and nationalities of the legal representatives thereof.

2.

Name of the JV, its legal address, purpose, and the scope and scale of business.
According to interviewees the clause concerning the purpose of the JV should be
flexible and wide to enable potential future expansions and flexibility in changing
circumstances.

3.

Total amount of the investment and registered capital of the JV. The amount,
proportion and forms of the investment contributed by the parties to the JV, the time
limit for contributing investment, stipulations concerning unpaid-up contributions
and assignment of investment.

4.

The ratio of profit and loss distribution to the parties.

5.

The composition of the board of directors and their number allocated by the parties.
The responsibilities, competence and method of employment of the general manager,
deputy general manager and high-ranking management officers.

6.

The main production equipment and technology to be adopted and their source of
supply.
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7.

The ways and means of purchasing raw materials and selling products, and the ratio
of products sold within Chinese territory and outside China.

8.

Arrangements for revenues and expenditures of foreign currency.

9.

Principles of the handling of finance, accounting and auditing.

10. Stipulations concerning labour management, salaries and wages, welfare, and labour
insurance.

11. The duration of the JV, its dissolution and the procedure for liquidation. Fade-out
provision (i .e. the transfer of the JV totally to the Chinese partner) used to be normal
in Sino-Foreign JV:s. It used to be 10-20 years and affected profitability of the
foreign partner in case of delays in starting the operations and turning the JV
profitable. However, the duration of investment in China is today normally max.
30-50 years and in some cases unlimited (interview).

12. The liabilities for breach of contract.

13. Ways and procedures for settling disputes between the parties to the JV. It may be
wise to limit the time for consultation and to set the place for arbitration. (Moser
1993, 184)

14. The language used in the contract and the conditions for putting the contract into
force.

It may be wise to include in the contract other provisions and clauses like:

Force majeure (interview)
Clause of renegotiations on the contract in the case of a harmful new legislation that
affects the JV. (interview)
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Clause that prevents Chinese partner from arbitrarily reassigning workers.
Circulation of workers would lead to loss of training. (Bath 1993, 122)
Allocations to reserve fond, expansion fund and to staff and workers bonus &
welfare fund. (Shum 1993, 115)
Clear provisions on partners' environmental protection duties and responsibilities.
(Silk and Ross 1993, 171)
Appointment of the auditor. (Tong 1994, 8)
Valuation of tangible and intangible assets contributed by partners. (Tong 1994, 8)
Requirement of parties to provide legal opinions i.e. business licences confirming
their proper establishment, (interview)
Clause to stipulate that obligations of the contract include also subsidiaries of the
partners, (interview)
Clause identifying the department in charge of the joint venture as well as the
examination and approval authority, (interview)
Clause to specify the JV establishment date to be the date of business licence
issuance, (interview)
Clause specifying responsibilities between partners in the approval and establishment
process and in the operations, (interview)
Clause requiring Chinese partner to show approval certificates to foreign partner,
(interview)

5.4.1.3 Ancillary Contracts

Number and quality of ancillary contracts varies, but they are an essential part of the
joint venture. However, if the joint venture is one party in an ancillary contract i.e. the
contract is between the JV and one or both partners or with some other entity, then it
can not be formally signed before establishment and approval of the joint venture.
(Gescher 1993, 19; Dennis 1993, 58)
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All the contracts are normally prepared in English and in Chinese. (Gescher 1993, 19)
Ancillary contracts between the joint venture and foreign partner may use foreign laws
unlike JV contract which is governed by the Chinese law. (e.g. Gescher 1993, 23) The
governing law of ancillary contracts can so be carefully selected even though the Chinese
partner usually prefers the local law.

According to Kay (1993, 140) licensing or technology transfer contract should be
included as an appendix into joint venture contract. These contracts and other
agreements and conditions submitted as JV contract appendices carry the same legal
effect as the JV contract itself.

Possible ancillary contracts and agreements are according to Gescher (1993, 19-20) e.g.
following ones:

1.

Technology transfer agreement or licensing agreement between foreign partner and
the joint venture. These agreements must comply with the approved feasibility study.

2.

Supply and offtake contract between the Chinese party and the joint venture.

3.

Marketing contracts between foreign partner and the joint venture e.g. for marketing
outside the PRC, and if needed, also between the Chinese partner and the joint
venture for marketing in the PRC.

4.

Training contract.

5.

Schedule of contributions to the registered capital.

6.

Land use agreement between the joint venture and Chinese partner or some other
entity.

7.

Labour contract which is signed by the joint venture with individual workers. It is
then submitted to labour management department (labour bureau) of the local
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government for approval. Local labour bureaus should set up model contracts for use in
different type of industries. Labour contract includes matters of employment, dismissal,
resignation, tasks of production, wage and awards, working time and vacation, labour
insurance and welfare, labour protection and discipline. (Questions and answers...
Lianoning 1994, 54; Foreign Firms Have Responsibilities 1994, 10)

8.

Management contract.

9.

Technical assistance contract.

10. Agreement on patents and trademarks between western partner and joint venture.

11. Water, electricity, telecommunication, sewage etc. contracts between joint venture
and local suppliers. If the Chinese partner contributes buildings as capital, it also
provides these utilities. Also in technology development zones there is often some basic
infrastructure package included into the standard industrial premises built there.
However, quantities and qualities of these utilities may not be equal to required,
(interview)

5.4.1.4 Joint Venture Articles of Association

Joint venture articles of association regulates in detail the internal working and
administration of the JV. (Vepsäläinen 1989, 55) Joint venture regulations article 16
(Shanghai Oversesas Investment Manual, 1993, 11-12) stipulates the contents of the
joint venture articles of association. However, additional information may be included.

1.

The name of the JV and its legal address.

2.

The purpose, scope of operation, and the term of the JV.

3.

The names, countries of registration, and legal addresses of the parties to the JV,
and the names, professions and nationalities of the legal representatives thereof.
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4.

The total amount of investment and the registered capital of the JV; the amounts of
capital contribution, parties' proportions of capital contribution, stipulations
concerning the assignment of the amounts of contribution and the sharing ratio for
profits and losses between the parties to the JV.

5.

The formation of the board of directors, its responsibilities, powers and rules of
procedure, the term of office of the directors, and the responsibilities of its chairman
and vice-chairman.

6.

The setting up of management organizations, work rules, the responsibilities of the
general manager, deputy general manager and other high-ranking management
personnel, and the method of their appointment and dismissal.

7.

Principles governing finance, accounting, and auditing systems.

8.

Dissolution and liquidation.

9.

Procedures for amendment of the articles of association.

5.4.1.5 Examination and Approval of the Documents

Preparation and signing of joint venture contract, articles of association and possible
ancillary contracts by the joint venture partners is not enough in the PRC. According to
the interviewees these documents still have to be examined and approved by the
authorities before the joint venture can regístrate and officially start operations. These
documents are to be submitted to the local examination and approval authority e.g. to
local Foreign Economic and Trade Commission which is the local MOFTEC
counterpart. The approval time is e.g. in Shanghai 30 days, in some other locations 3
months. The local MOFTEC counterpart (in case of a very big project MOFTEC in
Beijing) may revise contracts if it finds some terms unacceptable. Inside the MOFTEC,
or its local counterpart, approvals from both Foreign Investment Bureau and
Department of Treaties and Law are needed. (Randt 1993, 41-42)
\

According to the Joint Venture Regulations article 9 (Shanghai Overseas Investment
Manual 1993, 8-9) the Chinese party is responsible for submitting:
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1.

Approved project proposal.

2.

A copy of the signed joint feasibility study report and document of its approval.

3.

Signed (by authorized representatives) originals of the JV contract and articles of
association and of the possible JV agreement. If these are prepared in two
languages, both versions are required.

4.

A name list of the members of the board of directors and senior management
personnel of the joint venture proposed by the parties.

5.

Papers certifying the legal status of both parties issued by respective authorities.

The approval criteria for joint ventures are often not solid, and there are no clear lines
what is acceptable, what is not. Issues not accepted in some cases may be accepted in
others, (interview)

Fundamentally, according to the JV regulations article 4 (Shanghai overseas investment
manual 1993, 7) the joint venture shall stress economic results and comply with one or
more of the following conditions:

1.

Joint venture uses advanced technical equipment and scientific management methods
which increase the variety of products, raise the quality and quantity of products,
and conserve energy and materials.

2.

It is beneficial to the technical recovery of an enterprise, thereby achieving quicker
results and greater gains with less investment.

3.

Joint venture enables the increase in the export of products, thereby increasing
income in foreign exchange.

4.

Joint venture enables the training of technical personnel as well as operational and
managerial personnel.

However, there are also Chinese authorities' unofficial criteria concerning the approval
of a joint venture: (Randt 1993, 42) Approval authorities take into account the possible
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advanced technology, equipment and know-how the joint venture brings to China and
possible increases in China's foreign exchange income through exports. They also
consider possible negative impacts of the proposed project, like requirements for scarce
Chinese resources, pollution of the environment, requirements for the use of farmland
and the removal of farmers' households etc. The proposal is also reviewed with respect
to its compatibility with the current state plans and their priorities.

JV regulations article 5 (Shanghai overseas investment manual 1993, 7) stipulates
conditions under which the project is not approved: If the project

1.

Threatens China's sovereignty.

2.

Violates Chinese law.

3.

Does not conform with the requirement to aid the development of China's national
economy.

4.

Causes environmental pollution, or

5.

If there is obvious inequity in the agreement, contract and articles of association
signed, impairing the rights and interests of one party in the JV.

Shenzhen has in addition following conditions for non-approval. These conditions may
also act as guidelines in other regions since Shenzhen has often been used as a
testground for new rules and policies. (Shenzhen investment guide 1993)

1.

Products with high output, but limited markets.

2.

Low-grade products made from short-supply raw-materials in China or non-export
products processed with imported raw-materials.

3.

Products using obsolete technologies, consuming large amount of water or energy
or causing serious pollution.

4.

Labour-intensive low-grade products processed with imported materials.

5.

Products which are proclaimed to be obsolete by the State.
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5.4.1.6 Joint Venture Registration and Business Licence

The award cycle finishes with the registration of the joint venture and issuance of the
business licence. According to the Measures for the Registration of Enterprise Legal
Persons joint venture registrates in the local bureau of the State Administration for
Industry and Commerce within one month after the receipt of the formal Certificate of
Approval. (Randt 1993, 46-48)

According to Randt (1993, 46-48) documents required in enterprise registration are:

1.

A registration application form signed by the chairman and vice-chairman of the
board of the joint venture.

2.

The approval certificate.

3.

Copies of the JV contract, articles of association, the feasibility study and the project
proposal with approval documents.

4.

A complete list of the members of the board of directors, general manager and
deputy general manager with appointing documents. Chinese members shall submit
their respective identification cards issued by the original party where they are from.

5.

Papers certifying the legal status of both parties issued by respective authorities

6.

Other relevant documents, may include e.g. evidence of the creditworthiness of both
partners and a copy of the project proposal.

Registered issues are: (Randt 1993, 47; Vepsäläinen 1989, 68)

1.

Name of the JV

2.

Address of the JV

3.

Scope of business

4.

Registered capital and total investment

5.

Investment proportion provided by each party to the JV

6.

Names of the general manager and deputy general manager as well as chairman and
vice-chairman of the board

7.

Type of enterprise
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8.

T erm of operation of the joint venture

9.

Branches of the joint venture

The joint venture receives the business licence normally within weeks from the receipt of
all documents by the local counterpart of MOFTEC. The business licence means that
the joint venture is officially established and it becomes a legal person i.e. a limited
liability company. (Randt 1993, 46) It is allowed to operate only in businesses mentioned
in the business licence, the businesses are summarized from the contract and from the
articles of association. (Randt 1993, 47)

At the issuance of the business licence the joint venture term begins to run, JV may start
its operations and start to use its name, sign contracts on its own, and its operations are
protected by the law. The joint venture operates under the PRC law and its foreign staff
and their family members are subject to Chinese law. This means e.g. income tax laws
and registration at the local Public Security Bureau.

Even though the issuance of business licence can be seen as the end of award cycle, this
cycle may still continue if the authorities require amendments to the documents. In
addition the project team may scan the strategies and methods used in the process and
write a report on the lessons learned.

5.4.2 Contractual Cycle

As mentioned in the second chapter the contractual cycle would not be needed in ideal
joint venture formation process where the joint venture would achieve full operational
mode directly after obtaining the business licence.

However, in reality and especially in China it is important to ensure that all the
contributions to the joint venture are properly delivered. In addition Chinese are often
willing to renegotiate the documents during the starting phase.
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5.4.2.1 Financial Contributions

According to Dennis (1993, 57) the foreign party contributing cash should ensure that all
necessaiy approvals are obtained for start of operations, before it transfers the funds to
the joint venture. This is important, because there may always be delays in the process.
In addition getting the money out in case the production never starts may be very
difficult.

Dennis (1993, 55-56) also states that parties should stipulate the schedule for capital
contributions in the joint venture contract. Payments should be made according to the
needs of the construction of the joint venture. Lump sum payment is not recommended.
If the payment schedule of capital contributions is not stipulated in the contract, then JV
regulations provide a schedule: (Vepsäläinen 1989, 58)

In the case of payment with instalment, within three months from the date of issuance of
the business license both parties have to hand over min. 15% of their total investment
and the remaining according to the JV contract. With lump sum payment the total
amount must be paid within 6 months.

When capital contributions are totally paid, Chinese registered (public) accountant
verifies payments and provides a certificate of verification. JV shall issue to participants
investment certificates including name of the JV, date of JV establishment, names of
partners, amount and date of the investment contributed, and date of the issuance of the
investment certificate. (Shanghai overseas investment manual 1993, 15) Investment
certificates are then submitted to the original approval authority and the State
Administration for Industry and Commerce for record. Investment certificates are not
transferable like stocks in western countries. (Vepsäläinen 1989, 64)

If there is a failure to meet financial requirements e.g. schedules of capital contributions,
the defaulting party will be notified by authorities and given a one-month extension
period to fulfil its obligations. If the party still fails to fulfil its obligations the joint
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venture may be dissolved and the defaulting party is liable for any losses incurred to the
non-defaulting party. (Dennis 1993, 57)

S.4.2.2 Renegotiations

Contracts in China are not perceived so much legally binding compared to western
countries. So, if the contract is made based on some conditions and the conditions
change, the Chinese press for renegotiations and contract amendments, (interview)

In these cases it may be wise to negotiate, since suing in a court rarely brings any
beneficial results. In a Chinese court it may be difficult for a foreign company to win
cases and even if the foreign company wins, it actually loses: The cooperation is not
likely to be possible and all the effort to the joint venture project has actually been lost
without any significant benefits, (interview)

5.5 The Establishment and Approval Process of an Equity Joint Venture in the
People's Republic of China

In the previous chapters the establishment process of a joint venture has been discussed
and analyzed in portions. To conclude the process, here a comprehensive picture of the
process is presented as a flow-chart.

The first stage of the process is the project framework for analysis. In this analysis STEP
factors in the People's Republic of China were analyzed, objectives and benefits as well
as risks and problems of joint ventures in the PRC discussed. The joint venture strategy
alternatives and scope statement were discussed as a connecting element to the second
stage of the model.

In the second stage of the joint venture establishment process the three stages and five
cycles of the project contracting process were analyzed. As this process in China is
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relatively formal, lot of attention was placed on joint venture documents and approvals
of authorities.

Figure 14: Establishment and Approval Process of an Equity Joint Venture in the PRC

Environmental Factors analysis

Objectives and Benefits analysis

Risks and Problems analysis

Strategy Alternatives

Scope Statement

Pre-Award Phase
Market Research, Location Selection
and Partner Search_______

Award Phase
Final Partner Selection, Negotiations, Letter of Intent, Project Proposal
_____ Preliminary Feasibility Study Feasibility Study, Approvals______

Post-Award Phase
Contract, Ancillary Contracts, Articles of Association, Authorities 'Examination and Approval,
Registration, Business Lisence, Financial Contributions. Renegotiations and Start of Operations
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5.5.1 The Length and Cost of the Process

The length of the establishment and approval process varies significantly depending e.g.
on the product, location and size of the joint venture. In addition experience, attitudes of
partners and their possible previous cooperation have an impact on the length of the
process. With good guanxi-relations and with a good partner the process may require
only some months, and only part of issues and approvals mentioned in this paper may be
needed, (interview)

These days the establishment process takes normally around two years although the
length may vary from under two years to five years and more. Joint venture can probably
be established in a shorter time, but then the risks may be larger. According to the
interviewees the time period between signing the letter of intent and obtaining of the
business licence is at the shortest around 6-8 months if both partners are for rapid
establishment. The portion of approval processes is normally min 3-5 months.

Cost of the process varies also significantly depending on the size, location etc. of the
joint venture and on the duration of the process. However it could be estimated that in a
middle-sized project, in addition to the investment and salaries of the project
organization, min USD 400 000 is needed before any significant revenues. For example
for a temporary office rental costs are 1-2 USD/day/m2, a family apartment costs
monthly USD 6000 and one 1-2 week trip from Europe to China may cost USD 6000.
(interview)

Consultant's fee is normally not excessive in relation to the whole investment.
Consultancy cost from partner finding and test marketing to feasibility study may be e.g.
around USD 40 000. (interview)
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5.6 Joint Venture Performance in the PRC

There are successful and less successful joint ventures in the People's Republic of China.
However, it seems that the success of these ventures is not significantly published. The
interviewees mentioned that those joint ventures they represented were still too young
for success monitoring. So, it seems that the success of joint ventures is estimated to be
achieved in the long term.

From the comments of interviewees it could also be concluded that for big companies
the success of the joint venture in China is not perhaps so essential - more important is
the role of joint venture as a learning platform and sign of commitment.

However, in addition to long term benefits and success, there are also long term risks.
Loss of technological, market or competitive position are long term risks with joint
ventures in the PRC. Even if technology and knowledge transfer are crucial part of joint
venture success, foreign managers and employees may transfer too much information to
the Chinese partner and create a potential competitor in the long term, (interview)

If the learning is not mutual i.e. if the Chinese partner learns western technology and
management styles the foreign partner does not learn the Chinese market by e.g.
participating actively in domestic marketing, there is a risk that competitiveness is
partially lost like it was with the Japanese earlier. Learning the local market can ensure
competitiveness in future Chinese market if the joint venture is later terminated and the
Chinese ex-joint venture partner is competing in western markets, (interview)

Another risk is the possible privatization of the Chinese state company that is the partner
in the joint venture. In privatization there could exist problems connected to ability of
the new Chinese owners to continue cooperation. It could be also possible that a foreign
competitor of the western partner would acquire the privatized state company and so
become joint venture partner, (interview)
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Summary

The purpose of this study was to contribute to our understanding ofjoint venture uses in
the People's Republic of China. To enlighten the subject, issues concerning joint venture
analysis, joint venture establishment and approval processes as well as possible problems
connected to Sino-foreign joint ventures were discussed and analyzed in this paper.

The reasons for and against joint venture uses in the People's Republic of China were
seen rather unclear in the existing literature - there was a research gap. As supporting
sub-questions to the first research questions were: "What kind of objectives and motives
have foreign and Chinese companies had in sino-foreign joint ventures?" and "What kind
of different problems have foreign companies faced when establishing joint ventures with
the Chinese?" as well as "Why there has been such problems and how they have been
minimized?"

Derived from these sub-questions and the identified research gap the first research
question was: "What are the reasons for and against joint venture uses as a business
operation mode in the People's Republic of China?"

The establishment process was seen as an essential part of joint venture analysis as it
builds the basis for joint venture operations. So the second research question was: "What
are the joint venture establishment procedures in the PRC?"

In searching answers to the first question the model presented by Datta (1988, 78-90)
was used. This analysis was then applied to the PRC by using Sociocultural,
Technological, Economic and Political factors i.e. STEP factors of the market
concerned. To further study this question the expanded model presented by Konieczny
and Petrick (1994, 65-66) was analyzed in connection to the Chinese market. In
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empirical sense Chinese business environment, partners' objectives and motives and
problems as well as reasons behind the problems were analyzed and discussed.

To answer the second question concerning establishment process of a joint venture, the
model presented by Konieczny and Petrick (1995, 60-75) was used. In the empirical part
of this paper this model was applied to the business environment of the People's
Republic of China.

Even though the both research questions in this paper were written as "what-questions"
the research approach of this paper was mainly qualitative case-study approach. This
decision was based on the nature of the research questions: the first question has a
nature of a why-question "Why and why not joint ventures are used in the PRC?" and
the second research question can be seen as a how-question "How are the joint ventures
established in the PRC?". As case-study method is particularly suitable when why and
how questions are posed, this method was used as the main research method in this
paper. However, supporting quantitative methods were used to categorize different
problems into different categories.

The main findings of this research paper are discussed in the next section.

6.2 Principal findings and Conclusions

To answer the first research question "What are the reasons for and against joint venture
uses as a business operation mode in the People's Republic of China?" the motives,
potential benefits and possible problem areas of involved entities were analyzed.

Firstly, as the main viewpoint in this study was the one of foreign partner's, the main
motives for joint venture uses are here presented from this viewpoint:

1) Local partner brings better relations and guanxi: it is easier to get approvals, land,
supplies and transportation as well as recruit personnel.
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2) Local partner has market knowledge which can be helpful also in future operations.
So, joint venture is a platform and learning vehicle for future operations in China
3) Local partner has distribution and sales network. This network can be used for
marketing & selling of other products produced by the foreign partner.
4) Joint venture can be used as sourcing unit for production in the foreign partner's own
country.
5) China has lot of potential for consumer and industrial products and western
companies prefer to be present there.
6) Establishment of a joint venture shows that the foreign partner is committed, believes
in mutuality and respects Chinese - this supports other business operations in Chinese
market.
7) Often a joint venture is at the beginning only a way to win a project in the Chinese
market.
8) Joint venture enables the foreign partner to create a service network for the products
it exports to the country.

Secondly, it was found out that there are more than two entities normally involved in
joint ventures in the People's Republic of China: the foreign partner, local partner,
Chinese government and local authorities, foreign partner's home government and other
entities. The partners' reasons and objectives for a joint venture are usually not same, but
if they are clearly understood and similar or complementary the joint venture can be
successful. In addition the complementarity or similarity with local government and other
entities seems to be essential to joint venture success. On the other hand, one involved
entity with different objectives or objectives that are not recognized can significantly
limit the success of the venture.

Thirdly, despite many benefits mentioned above, joint venture was often not a free
choice but rather the only possibility due to environmental reasons. Especially in the
eighties it was often the only possibility to penetrate the Chinese market: wholly owned
subsidiaries were not allowed and import restrictions made local production obligatory.
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Fourthly, when analyzing problem areas in sino-foreign joint ventures it could be seen
that problems related to personnel and management are the most common problem
areas. Other major problem areas included partner finding and difficult negotiations,
supplies and foreign exchange problems.

Fiftly, the range and severity of these problem areas was found to be depending on
several factors: experience of the foreign partner and Chinese partner, preceding
experience of the partners, geographical area in the PRC, concerned industry area, and
above all relations to decision making authorities.

For the second research question "What are the joint venture establishment procedures
in the PRC?" the formal establishment process was studied and analyzed. In addition the
interviews gave information on the unofficial procedures and relative importance of all
these procedures.

According to the model presented by Konieczny and Petrick (1995, 60-75) the process
could be divided into three phases: pre-award phase, award phase and post-award phase.
During the first phase markets are researched, potential partners screened and location
selected. This phase is essential in the PRC as the market is rather fragmented and there
are major differences between different regions. In addition the Chinese market may
pose surprises without thorough market research. Still, the partner selection is the most
essential part of the whole establishment process - a good Chinese partner can make the
process smooth and enable successful operations, a wrong partner may lead to severe
problems.

During the award phase partners sign first official documents, e g. letter of intent and
conduct a feasibility study. This phase is relatively strict - approvals have to be obtained
in order to be able to continue the process. However, with the right Chinese partner
even this stage can be shortened and streamlined.

The post award phase starts with the joint venture contract and continues to full scale
operations of the joint venture. Even though the joint venture can be said to be
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established at the registration, the post award phase continues until the operations are
fully started.

To conclude it could be said that joint ventures can be beneficial to operations in the
PRC but they need significant investments and know-how - joint venture is not the
easiest option for the first international business operation or first operation in the PRC.

6.3 Suggestions for Further Studies

As the People's Republic of China can be said to be more a continent than a country,
further studies could concentrate into one geographical area like a specific Special
Economic Zone. The business environment is significantly different in relatively
development coastal areas from western China where western companies and joint
ventures are still rare. Another geographical alternative could be e.g. Vietnam which
now seems to be following the development China has gone through in the last decade.

Still the viewpoint of the study could be changed. In this paper the viewpoint was the
one of foreign partner's and joint ventures were seen as an outward going foreign
operation mode - it could be valuable to study joint ventures from the Chinese
viewpoint, as inward coming foreign operations.

Another possibility could be

concentration of wholly foreign owned subsidiaries that are today often preferred by
western companies.

As there are today significant amount of joint ventures in the PRC, it is unavoidable that
more and more of these ventures will also be terminated. Perhaps the most interesting
future research area could be terminating of joint ventures - there are not many studies
and even less theoretical discussion around this issue. This issue may, however, become
important as many joint ventures are today with state owned enterprises. If these state
owned enterprises are privatized it may lead to situations where e.g. a western company
involved in a joint venture may see it's competitor become its joint venture partner
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through acquisition of privatized Chinese state company. In this case termination of joint
venture may be a realistic option.

However, at this stage this is only speculation and further investigation on joint ventures
in the People's Republic of China is needed.
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Appendix 2. Chinese Government Structure
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Appendix 3. Basic Model of Chinese Economic System, State Level
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Appendix 4. Basic Model of Chinese Economic System, Provincial Level

PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT
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Appendix 5. Map of Special Economic Zones in the PRC
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